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A Letter fi·om the Fcstiual Lctidcrship 
Welcome co our 37th Season! We are pleased that more 
and more, patrons are travelling to see us - we are a national 
destination for great theatre and summer fun. We have tourism 
packages that include hotel rooms and meals. Our shows run 
under 2 Yi hours including intermission, which means you 
can come from a community in the region and be home at a 
reasonable time. The Festival company comes from all over the 
country as well; we have 135 employees and interns living and 
working in Bloomington-Normal. 
What you see on stage tonight is the culmination of twelve 
months of planning and countless hours of work. We audition 
between 500 and 750 actors each year. We have around SO 
students involved. The Festival runs 24 hours a day from mid-
A Lcttcrfrmn the Artistic Director 
It is hard co believe a year has passed; we are thrilled with 
the programming we have co offer this season. Last year, we 
tried many things for the first time - such as onstage seating, 
live music in all three shows, offering indoor performances for 
matinees and in inclement weather, and the inclusion of special 
guest productions - that we are happy to be building upon this 
summer. 
Our 2014 season is a celebration of true repertory theatre, 
featuring one company of actors in all three mainstage 
productions. As you read the plot synopses in this program, 
you'll see that the productions are tied together in a unique 
way: Elizabeth Rex features ~een Elizabeth, who has just seen 
Shakespeare's production of Much Ado About Nothing, spending 
the evening in the company of the actors, while Shakespeare 
is writing another new play ( about her) called Antony and 
Cleopatra. This invites us to perform Much Ado About Nothing 
as Shakespeare originally produced it, with an all-male cast in 
Elizabethan costumes; to cast the same actress as both ~ecn 
Elizabeth and Cleopatra; and to investigate all the ways in which 
these plays might speak to each other as a kind of trilogy, with 
one company of actors appearing in all three. At the time of this 
writing, we are two weeks into the rehearsal process and we are 
May to mid-August. Behind the scenes, it is a big operation; for 
our patrons, it is a picnic, a glass of wine, a little preshow music, 
and a great evening of theatre under the stars .. 
Enjoy the Festival! 
-Dick Folse,Janet Wilson, Kevin Rich 
all inspired by the work that is happening. We have assembled an 
incredibly talented cast and crew from all over the country and 
the collaborative energy in our shops and on our stages has been 
palpable. 
In addition to our mainstage season, we are bringing back by 
popular demand Chicago's brilliant and hysterical Improvised 
Shakespeare Company and have given them a regular slot on 
Saturday nights at 6pm. Our free green show entertainment 
and Theatre for Young Audiences production ( written by local 
playwright Nancy Steele Brokaw) are performed by Illinois State 
University and Illinois Wesleyan students, and we are continuing 
our traditions of courtyard jazz on Fridays and Saturdays 
and post-show Ice Cream Socials on Wednesdays. There is a 
retrospective of scenic art by Broadway designer Karl Eigsti. We 
are also offering special events such as a post-matinee discussion 
with a panel of scholars on July 26, and a meet-and-greet with 
Chicago's host of the popular podcast Filmspotting on July 27. 
We are proud that our Festival has something for everyone! 
Thank you for your ongoing support of the Festival! Have a 
wonderful evening, 
s 
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~uch ~do ~bout lV!!,thing 
Synopsis by William Shakespeare 
Don Pedro, a nobleman of Aragon, and his entourage arrive at the 
estate ofLeonato, the Governor of Messina, following a long period 
away at war. With Don Pedro are Claudio, Benedick, and Don John, 
the Duke's illegitimate brother. Before the war, Claudio had been 
attracted to Hero, Leonato's daughter, and Benedick had been engaged 
in, at least, a battle of wits with Beatrice, Hero's cousin. 
Leonato arranges for Claudio and Hero to be engaged, and 
to celebrate the end of the war and their return home, he rhrows 
an elaborate masquerade party. The high spirits are too much for 
Don John, and he concocts a plan to convince Claudio that Hero is 
unfaithful ro him. He arranges for Claudio to talk with the Duke at 
night, near Hero's window. Overseeing a female figure talking with Don 
John's soldier Brachio in Hero's room, Claudio is convinced that Hero 
has been unfaithful, although the figure that he sees is actually Hero's 
maid Margaret. 
In the meantime, Benedick and Beatrice have continued their 
uneasy banter, seeming to easily annoy each other and always wanting 
to have the last word. Hero and Don Pedro realize that these two would 
be a perfect couple, and they hatch a plan to have Benedick and Beatrice 
overhear each other talking to someone about the other. In this way, 
they begin to realize that they are in love with each other. 
Claudio publicly denounces Hero at their wedding, shaming her 
in front of the assembled guests, shocking her to such a degree rhat she 
faints, and leaving the others to believe that she is in fact dead. After 
Claudio and others have withdrawn, Hero begins to recover. Leonato, 
Benedick, Beatrice, and the priest decide that rhey will let everyone 
continue to believe that she has died, which will give them time to prove 
rhat Claudio has wronged her, and rhat she has not been unfaithful to 
him. 
The village constable, Dogberry, takes Borachio and Conrade 
into custody, hearing them bragging about a plan to deceive the Duke 
and Claudio. Dogberry and his assistants eventually explain the plot, 
revealing Don John's part in it. As a reconciliation, Leonato asks 
Claudio to marry a niece that is a stranger to him, since he has slandered 
Hero and caused her death. Leonato agrees, but at the wedding, when 
the bride is unveiled, she is in fact Hero. In their celebration, Benedick 
and Beatrice decide to also be married. Don John is apprehended while 
trying to escape Messina, and revelry ensues once again. 
Dramaturgical Notes 
Written between 1598 and 1599. a few 
years before Antony and Cleopatra and while 
Shakespeare's troupe was still known as The 
Lord Chamberlain's Men, Much Ado About 
Nothing has become one of rhe Bard's best-
loved comedies. Its easily recognizable heroes 
and villains, its engaging and witty dialogue, 
and its lovable and laughable characters have 
made it an audience favorite both on stage 
and in film. 
Modern audiences love the strong-willed 
Beatrice, who stands up to Benedick's ego and 
rails against the injustice done to Hero. 
Oh, that I were a man! ... 
... 0 God, that I were a man! 
Beatrice's monologue has been 
interpreted throughout the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries as a gesture to her lack 
of agency, commenting as it does on her 
inability to defend Hero's honor and the 
injustice of being so powerless. Seen this way, 
their author would be a man before his time, 
a proto-feminist who not only recognizes 
women's immobility bur sympathizes with 
them. 
But what if a male actor rather than 
a female actor delivers rhar line? How do 
Shakespeare's plays make meaning when we 
return to the original practice of casting all 
roles with male actors? (Women wouldn't 
appear regularly on English stages until the 
return of Charles II in 1660.) 
In the case of Beatrice's famous mono-
logue, do the words become more visibly 
ironic? Could it be, simply, a line whose 
primary purpose may be to evoke laughter, 
not a proto-feminist commentary ar all? 
In many of his plays, Shakespeare sends 
up the fact that his women are played by men, 
overstating the obvious for comedic effect. Ar 
other times, he reflects on gender limits and 
reversals in dramatic situations, as he does in 
Antony and Cleopatra's relationship, also on 
stage here this summer. In what is likely rhe 
most exaggerated example of gender play in 
English Renaissance drama, As You Like It's 
Rosalind disguises herself as a man to escape 
persecution, and then, already disguised, 
reaches her beloved ( who does nor recognize 
her) how ro woo her, by treating her as rhe 
woman he loves: A male actor playing a 
woman who disguises herself as a man and 
then plays a woman. 
- co11/i1111ed 011 page I 0 
Dramatis Person£ 
Leonato .. 
Benedick. 
Claudio . . 
Dogberry / Balthasar 
Don Pedro. 
Beatrice. 
Hero . .. 
DonJohn. 
Borachio 
Conrade 
Margaret 
Ursula .. 
Friar Francis 
Verges ... . 
Hugh Otecake. 
Sexton ... 
Musicians. 
THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN.IE 
MATI DANIELS}£ 
• MICHAEL PINEt 
NORMAN MOSES.IE 
• TODD DENNING}£ 
• CHRISTOPHER PRENTICE}£ 
•• • (OUN lAWRENCEt 
PHILLIP RAY GUEVARA t 
RoN RoMANt 
JOEY BANKSt 
• JACK DWYERt 
• (OUN T REVIN0-0DELL t 
FREDRIC STONE}£ 
.TIMUCHIN AKERt 
• WIGASI BRANTt 
• ROBERT MICHAEL JOHNSON}£ 
ADRIENNE BONI, MICHELLE PLUNKETI, PAMELA SCHUETI 
Understudies: T1muchin Akerf (Leonato), Joey Banks t (Dogberry/ Balthasar), Garrett Douglas (Margaret/ Ursula), 
Jack Dwyer' (Don Pedro), Robert Michael Johnson " (Beatrice), Andrew Piechota (Verges/ The W 1tch), 
Alejandro Raya (Don Jon/ Conrade/Sexton). Ron Roman (Benedick), 
Ian Scarlato (Borachio/ Claudio), Cohn Trevino-Odd i f (Friar Francis) 
£Member of Actors' Equity Association 1Equity Membership Candidate µsa Unitcd Scenic Artists 
Director . . ........ . 
Music director/composer. 
Costume designer. 
Scenic designer . . 
Lighting designer . 
Choreographer 
Dance captain . 
Stage manager . 
• • JONATHAN WEST 
SHANNON O'NEILL 
• LAUREN M. LOWELL 
• • • KRISTIN ELLERT 
.SARAH MAINEsflSa 
• • •. • JEAN KERR 
.COLIN LAWRENCEt 
• • JAMIE K. FULLER 
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TLinoiliyFindl,y's £lizabeth '%x 
Synopsis 
It is the evening before the execution of Robert Devereux, 
the 2nd Earl of Essex, in a seemingly quiet barn near ~een 
Elizabeth's country residence. Once a favorite of and (in 
Findley's play, at least) lover to the ~een, Essex has been 
convicted of treason against the ~een and England. The Lord 
Chamberlain's Men are completing a performance of Much Ado 
About Nothing that had been requested by ~een Elizabeth 
herself as a distraction from the reality of Essex's execution. A 
curfew has been imposed on the city, out of fear that riots might 
develop over the impending execution. As the performance 
draws to a close, we meet Percy Gower, the aged comedian; 
Jack Edmund, the leading man; Harry Pearle, a boy actor; Kate 
Tardwell, the wardrobe mistress for the company; and Ned 
Lowenscroft, the actor who played Beatrice. 
The ~een makes a surprise visit to the barn and meets 
several of the players from the performance. She compliments 
Shakespeare on his writing of Beatrice, a character with whom 
"she has much sympathy" and spars with him a bit regarding 
other dramatic choices he made. Ned, who has been off feeding 
his bear (who he saved from the bear bating pit) returns to find 
himself the conversation companion of the ~een. Reputed to 
be a skilled performer of women's roles, he has taken ill with a 
pox (probably syphilis) and grows weaker. As she had volleyed 
words with Shakespeare, Elizabeth begins to do the same with 
Ned. She openly regrets the decisions she makes as queen that 
belie her personal feelings: "I killed the woman in my heart that 
England might survive." Ned, the skilled portrayer of women, 
offers to teach her how to be a woman. To Ned, a man who plays 
women on stage and loves men offstage, she in turn offers, "If 
you will teach me how to be a woman, I will teach you how to be 
a man." Ned's lessons for her will include, notably, how to grieve 
like Cleopatra over her dead Antony. Their "lessons" for each 
other launch the story into revelations about love, gender, and 
sexuality, and the limits of personal integrity. 
The Official Hair and Wig Stylists of the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
F I R s T 
E D I T I 0 N 
A premier full service salon where not tipping is our professional policy 
309.829.4247 
816 E. Washington St. • Bloomington, IL 61701 
www.fi.rsteditiononline.com 
Dramaturgical Notes 
Timothy Findley's Elizabeth Rex is a 
historical fantasy, elaborately and defi:ly spun. 
The play was commissioned by the 
Stratford Festival, workshopped there in 
1997, and played to largely positive reviews 
in its first full staging in the summer of 2000, 
directed by Martha Henry. The play won that 
year's Governor General's Award for Drama 
in Canada. 
Findley's play weaves highly modern 
reflections on identity and gender politics 
within Shakespeare's world, sometimes 
muddying the line between what is received 
history and what is his invention. On the 
eve of the execution of Robert Devereaux, 
2nd Earl of Essex, ~een Elizabeth called 
for a performance by Shakespeare's company, 
The Lord Chamberlain's Men, and they did 
perform Much Ado About Nothing for her -
even though she had her own company for 
whom she served as patron, The ~een's Men. 
~een Elizabeth would probably have never 
sought solace by spending the night in a barn 
with a theatre troupe, however, even if that 
troupe was Shakespeare's. Ned Lowenscrofi:, 
her gender-bending tutor for the night 
in Elizabeth Rex, is likewise a fabrication, 
but we might also see him as a composite 
of historical characters that populated the 
theatre companies of the period. Most were 
men on the margins, regardless of their sexual 
identity. Had she met any of the players afi:er 
the performance, all would have been men, 
although the actor playing Beatrice would 
have probably been much younger than Ned 
Lowenscrofi:. 
The ~een did have a close personal 
relationship with the Earl of Essex, before 
politics won out. Like the relationship 
of Antony and Cleopatra, the rumored 
relationship of Elizabeth and Essex has 
caused 20th century authors and historians 
to ponder the implications and co ask, "What 
if?" Maxwell Anderson's blank verse play 
Elizabeth the Queen took romance between 
the ~een and Essex as its subject. It ran 
147 performances on Broadway in 1930-
31, a respectable showing for that period, 
directed by Philip Moeller and starring 
Lynne Fontanne and Alfred Lunt. It was 
then adapted for film in 1939 as The Private 
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex, starring Bette 
Davis, Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland, 
and again in 1968 for television as Elizabeth 
the Q!uen, starringJudich Anderson and 
Charlton Heston. 
- co11ti1111ed 011 page 11 
Dramatis Person£ 
The Lord Chamberlain's Men 
Will . . . .............. . ................. THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN.iE 
Ned ... , ................................. CHRISTOPHER PRENTICE.iE 
Jack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MATT DANIELS.iE 
Matt .......................................... MICHAEL PINEt 
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Synopsis 
It is the evening before the execution of Robert Devereux, 
the 2nd Earl of Essex, in a seemingly quiet barn near ~een 
Elizabeth's country residence. Once a favorite of and (in 
Findley's play, at least) lover to the ~een, Essex has been 
convicted of treason against the ~een and England. The Lord 
Chamberlain's Men are completing a performance of Much Ado 
About Nothing that had been requested by ~een Elizabeth 
herself as a distraction from the reality of Essex's execution. A 
curfew has been imposed on the city, out of fear that riots might 
develop over the impending execution. As the performance 
draws to a close, we meet Percy Gower, the aged comedian; 
Jack Edmund, the leading man; Harry Pearle, a boy actor; Kate 
Tardwell, the wardrobe mistress for the company; and Ned 
Lowenscroft, the actor who played Beatrice. 
The ~een makes a surprise visit to the barn and meets 
several of the players from the performance. She compliments 
Shakespeare on his writing of Beatrice, a character with whom 
"she has much sympathy" and spars with him a bit regarding 
other dramatic choices he made. Ned, who has been off feeding 
his bear (who he saved from the bear bating pit) returns to find 
himself the conversation companion of the ~een. Reputed to 
be a skilled performer of women's roles, he has taken ill with a 
pox (probably syphilis) and grows weaker. As she had volleyed 
words with Shakespeare, Elizabeth begins to do the same with 
Ned. She openly regrets the decisions she makes as queen that 
belie her personal feelings: "I killed the woman in my heart that 
England might survive." Ned, the skilled portrayer of women, 
offers to teach her how to be a woman. To Ned, a man who plays 
women on stage and loves men offstage, she in turn offers, "If 
you will teach me how to be a woman, I will teach you how to be 
a man." Ned's lessons for her will include, notably, how to grieve 
like Cleopatra over her dead Antony. Their "lessons" for each 
other launch the story into revelations about love, gender, and 
sexuality, and the limits of personal integrity. 
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Dramaturgical Notes 
Timothy Findley's Elizabeth Rex is a 
historical fantasy, elaborately and defi:ly spun. 
The play was commissioned by the 
Stratford Festival, workshopped there in 
1997, and played to largely positive reviews 
in its first full staging in the summer of 2000, 
directed by Martha Henry. The play won that 
year's Governor General's Award for Drama 
in Canada. 
Findley's play weaves highly modern 
reflections on identity and gender politics 
within Shakespeare's world, sometimes 
muddying the line between what is received 
history and what is his invention. On the 
eve of the execution of Robert Devereaux, 
2nd Earl of Essex, ~een Elizabeth called 
for a performance by Shakespeare's company, 
The Lord Chamberlain's Men, and they did 
perform Much Ado About Nothing for her -
even though she had her own company for 
whom she served as patron, The ~een's Men. 
~een Elizabeth would probably have never 
sought solace by spending the night in a barn 
with a theatre troupe, however, even if that 
troupe was Shakespeare's. Ned Lowenscrofi:, 
her gender-bending tutor for the night 
in Elizabeth Rex, is likewise a fabrication, 
but we might also see him as a composite 
of historical characters that populated the 
theatre companies of the period. Most were 
men on the margins, regardless of their sexual 
identity. Had she met any of the players afi:er 
the performance, all would have been men, 
although the actor playing Beatrice would 
have probably been much younger than Ned 
Lowenscrofi:. 
The ~een did have a close personal 
relationship with the Earl of Essex, before 
politics won out. Like the relationship 
of Antony and Cleopatra, the rumored 
relationship of Elizabeth and Essex has 
caused 20th century authors and historians 
to ponder the implications and co ask, "What 
if?" Maxwell Anderson's blank verse play 
Elizabeth the Queen took romance between 
the ~een and Essex as its subject. It ran 
147 performances on Broadway in 1930-
31, a respectable showing for that period, 
directed by Philip Moeller and starring 
Lynne Fontanne and Alfred Lunt. It was 
then adapted for film in 1939 as The Private 
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex, starring Bette 
Davis, Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland, 
and again in 1968 for television as Elizabeth 
the Q!uen, starringJudich Anderson and 
Charlton Heston. 
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This season, the Festival is exploring Original Practices, a movement 
chat seeks to recreate the performance practices of Elizabethan England. 
All-male companies were one part of chat original historical milieu, 
and many companies in the U.S. and England are experimenting more 
with all-male productions. Most notably, perhaps, The Shakespeare's 
Globe all-male productions of Tweifih Night and Richard III landed 
on Broadway this season for a limited run, after playing to sold-out 
houses in London. Tweifih Night wracked up an impressive seven Tony 
nominations: Best Revival, Best Direction, Best Costume Design (won 
by Jenny Tiramani), Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role 
in a Play (Samuel Barnett as Viola), and three nominations for Best 
Performance by an Actor in a Featured Role in a Play - Mark Rylance 
as Olivia (who won), Stephen Fry as Malvolio, and Paul Chahidi as 
Maria. Notice chat of the actor nominations, three of the four actors 
nominated were playing women. 
The Tony committee - and audiences and critics - loved the all-
male Tweifih Night. Our modern sensibilities might be more attuned 
to cross-dressing in comedy than in tragedy. Ben Brantley for The New 
York Times wrote, "I can't remember being so ridiculously happy for 
the entirety of a Shakespeare performance since - let me chink - August 
2002." That reference of course is to the Globe's last production of 
Tweifih Night, with Mark Rylance in the role of Viola. Brantley goes 
on to write, perhaps not terribly originally, chat this production "makes 
you think, 'This is how Shakespeare was meant to be done.'" Yes, it most 
certainly was. 
- Elizabeth Haberstroh and Arif Yampolsky 
For further reading: 
• John H. Astington, Actors and Acting in Shakespeare's Time: Tbe Art of Stage 
Playing. Cambridge University Press, 2010. 
• Christie Carson and Farah Karim-Cooper, editors. Shakespeare's Globe: A 
Theatrical Experiment. Cambridge University Press, 2008. 
• Andrew Gurr and Mariko Ichikawa, Staging in Shakespeare's Theatres. Oxford 
University Press, 2000. 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival - Founded 1978 
1978- As Yo11 Like It, Macbeth, Twelfth Night 
1979- Hamlet, King Henry IV part I, Tbe Taming of the Shrew 
1980- Tbe Merry Wives ojWindsor, A Mids11mmer Night's Dream, Romeo and 
]11liet 
1981- Tbe Comedy ojErrors,]11li11s Caesar, Tbe Winter's Tale 
1982- King Henry IV part JI, Love's Labo11r's Lost, Othello 
1983- Macbeth, M11ch Ado Abo11t Nothing, Tbe Two Gentlemen of Verona 
1984-Pericles, Tbe Merchant of Venice, Tbe Taming of the Shrew 
1985- Cymbeline, King Lear, A Mids11mmer Night's Dream 
1986- As Yo11 Like lt, Hamlet, Tbe Tempest 
l 987-Meas11re for Meas11re, Romeo and ]11liet, Twelfth Night 
1988- All's 1¥ell Tbat Ends /¥ell, Tbe Comedy of Errors, Richard Ill 
1989- Henry V, Tbe Merry Wives of Windsor, She Stoops to Conq11er by Oliver 
Goldsmith 
1990- ]11li11s Caesar, M11ch Ado Abo11t Nothing, Tbe Rivals by Richard Brinsley 
Sheridan 
1991- Antony and Cleopatra, Othello, Tbe Taming of the Shrew 
1992- Macbeth, As Yo11 Like It, Tbe Winter's Tale 
1993- Richard JI, Pericles, A Mids11mmer Night's Dream 
1994- Romeo andj11liet, Two Gentlemen of Verona, Henry IV pt I 
1995- Cymbeline, Henry IV part 2, Tbe Comedy of Errors 
1996- Twelfth Night, Tiu Tempest, Tbe Tri11mph of Love by Marivaux 
1997-Hamlet, All's ~Vell Tbat Ends /¥ell, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern are Dead 
by Tom Stoppard 
1998- Much Ado About Nothing, Meas11re for Measure, Tbe Falcon's Pitch 
adapted by Jeffrey Sweet 
1999- Tl1e Merry Wives of Windsor, Richard Ill, Wild Oats by John O'Keeffe 
2000- Taming of the Shrew, King]ohn, Tbe Tbree Musketeers adapted by Eberle 
Thomas & Barbara Redmond 
2001- Love's Labour's Lost, Othello, Coriolanus 
2002- A Mids11mmer Night's Dream, Romeo and Juliet, Tbe Merchant oJVenice 
2003- King Lear, As You Like It, Tbe Knight of the Burning Pestle by Francis 
Beaumont &John Fletcher 
2004- Tbe Two Gentlemen of Verona, Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmund Rostand, 
Hamlet 
2005- Macbeth, Twelfth Night, Henry VIII 
2006- Tbe Comedy of Errors, Pericles,julius Caesar 
2007- Much Ado About Nothing, Henry V, Love's Labour's Lost 
2008-Tbe Taming of the Shrew, Tit11s Andronims, Tbe Complete Works of 
William Shakespeare (Abridged) by Adam Long, Daniel Singer, & Jess 
Winfield 
2009- A Midsummer Night's Dream, Scapin adapted by Bill Irwin and Mark 
O'Donnell, Richard Ill 
2010- Tbe Tempest, Tbe Tbree Musketeers adaptated by Robert Kauzlaric, Tbe 
Merry Wives of Windsor 
2011- Romeo and Juliet, Tbe Winter's Tale, Tbe Complete Works of William 
Shakespeare (Abridged) by Adam Long, Daniel Singer, & Jess Winfield 
2012- As You Like It, Othello, Tbe Rivals by Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
2013- Comedy of Errors, Macbeth, Failure: A Love Story by Philip Dawkins 
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Essex's ties to the ~een were many, although he was more than 
thirty years younger than her. Anne Boleyn, the ~een's mother, 
was sister to Essex's maternal great-grandmother. Essex's godfather 
and stepfather, Robert Dudley, 1st Earl ofLeicister, was a favorite of 
the ~een's, and for many years, had been her suitor. In some ways, 
Essex would seem to have stepped into the role played by Dudley in 
the ~een's life, and for a time, his witty and flirtatious nature and 
handsome carriage served him well. It would not last. 
Essex failed and humiliated England during the Nine Year's War 
in Ireland, when he arranged a truce rather than emerging victorious. 
He then sailed home for England without the ~een's consent, a 
move that the Privy Council would later label as desertion of duty. 
Essentially sentenced to house arrest for this deviation from plans, 
he was forced into a retirement that he could not afford. 
He rallied supporters for a rebellion, including Henry 
Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton, who is believed to be the 
"Fair Youth" of Shakespeare's sonnets. On the eve of the rebellion, 
Essex demanded that the Lord Chamberlain's Men revive Richard JI, 
and they obliged, putting the full company in a precarious position 
with the crown once the rebellion was known - and perhaps 
shedding light on the degree of the company's willingness to agree 
to a performance for the ~een on the eve of Essex's execution just a 
few weeks later. 
On the morning of February 8, 1601, Essex and his supporters 
marched from Essex House into the City of London to confront 
the ~een. He was immediately labeled a traitor, recreated to Essex 
House, and finally surrendered. Both he and Southampton were 
tried and sentenced to execution, though Southampton's sentence 
was commuted to life, and then, with the ascension of James I to 
the throne, erased altogether. Essex was beheaded on the morning 
of February 25, 1601, on Tower Green, the last beheading to have 
taken place on the Tower of London. 
Elizabeth did have the power to spare Essex, but she had too 
many reasons not to. Did she genuinely feel in danger for her life 
with the threat of rebellion? Perhaps. Would she have felt as torn 
by her decision as Findley's play depicts her to be? Or was she the 
consummate politician, resolute and calculating? 
Like Cleopatra, who also comes to life on chis season's stage, 
~een Elizabeth I lives richly in our imaginations. She is Gloriana, 
owing to Edmund Spenser's famous dedication of The Fairie Queene: 
"The most High, Mightie and Magnificent Empresses renowned for 
pietie, virtue and all gracious government." She is the Virgin ~een, 
whose "virtue" may be more debated through the centuries than her 
political decisions. She is in many ways an enigma. 
Findley writes, "What emerged, for me, from this barn filled 
with contradictions and emotional conflicts, was a sense that neither 
gender nor sexuality, politics nor ambition, are as important as 
integrity ... This echoes Polonius's advice in Hamlet: 'This above all: 
to thine own self be true.'" 
Jg 
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In Shakespeare and Elizabeth: The Meeting of Two Myths, Helen 
Hackett notes that the play's argument for personal integrity - of being 
true to oneself. a la Polonius - is less a call to Renaissance ideals than to 
late 20th century theories of identity construction. Hackett observes, "It 
would be disappointing if the central message of this seemingly radical 
play turned out to be merely a reiteration of the trite proverbial wisdom 
of Polonius. Yet Findley's comment is in keeping with turn-of-the-
century identity politics in that the play explores identity as something 
that is not fixed and innate but has to be acquired and invented. Being 
true to oneself may mean casting off origins and discarding an identity 
imposed by social convention. Integrity in this play is not something 
to be preserved but something to be discovered, perhaps in surprising 
places; something to be imagined and created." 
- Tessa Petty and Allison Sokolowski 
For further reading: 
• Edwards, Francis. Plots and Plotters in the Reign of Elizabeth I. Four Courts, 
2002. 
• Andrew Gurr, Tbe Shakespeare Company, I 594-1642. Cambridge University 
Press, 20 I 0. 
• Alison Weir, Tbe Lift of Elizabeth I. Ballantine Books, 1998. 
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Synopsis 
le is 40 BCE, four years since the assassination of Julius Caesar. 
Mark Antony, Octavius Caesar {grandnephew and adopted son co 
Julius Caesar), and Marcus Lepidus have defeated the assassins Brutus 
and Cassius and have governed Rome as the Second Triumvirate since 
43 BCE. Mark Antony has all but settled in Alexandria, where he and 
Cleopatra have developed a passionate love affair. Octavius and Lepidus 
have grown concerned chat the affair with Cleopatra causes Antony 
to neglect his duties as a triumvir, and while he is gone, his wife Fulvia 
an_d_ brother Lucius ~ntonius challenge Octavius, occupying Rome and 
raising a large army, in an attempt co protect Antony's interests. 
Antony returns to Rome when he learns chat his wife Fulvia has 
died and that Sexcus Pompey, the son of Pompey the Great, now 
t~reatens Rom_e. ~hile in Rome, he agrees co marry Octavia, younger 
sister to Octavms, in an attempt to mend relations with Octavius and 
reaffirm his position in the triumvirate. 
When Cleopatra hears news of Antony's marriage, she is 
immediately jealous and angry, but remains confident that Antony 
loves ~er. ~tony an~ Octavius negotiate peace with Pompey, and 
the mumv1rs feast w1ch him to celebrate. From there, Antony travels 
to Athens to stop a r~bellion, but learns chat Octavius has once again 
launched a battle against Pompey, despite the peace treaty, and chat 
Octav'.us is also plotting against Lepidus. With war escalating between 
Occavms and Pompey, Antony sends Octavia to Rome to help him 
negotiate with Octavius. Antony returns to Cleopatra. 
Octavius hears of Antony's return to Egypt - including a story 
about :'-ntony and Cleopatra appearing in che central marketplace, 
crowning themselves king and queen. He declares war on Egypt, and 
Antony agrees chat their forces will meet on the sea near Actium 
despite fervent arguments made by Enobarbus and ochers chat ~cony's 
land forces are far stronger than his navy. Cleopatra pledges her ships to 
the battle and sails with chem, but they lose the Battle of Accium when 
Cleopatra's ships flee the battle, followed by Antony. 
Antony is desperately ashamed by the defeat, and when he learns 
chat Octavius will not accept Antony's terms but may negotiate with 
Cleopatra, he has Octavius's messenger beaten, challenges Octavius 
~gai_n to baccle, ~nd confronts Cleopatra, who reassures Antony chat she 
1s mll loyal to him. Outside of Alexandria, where che cwo forces meet 
chis time on land, Antony learns chat his devoted soldier Enobarbus has 
deserted him, along with ochers. He sends a 
messenger after Enobarbus, to bring him the 
treasures he had left behind. Enobarbus is 
overwhelmed with shame and dies. Antony 
proves victorious in the land battle, and once 
again decides to launch a naval campaign 
against Octavius. 
In che final battle, the Egyptian navy 
once again deserts Antony, and he begins co 
believe chat Cleopatra herself has betrayed 
him and sided with Octavius. Cleopatra 
sends a messenger to tell Antony chat she has 
committed suicide, and she retreats to her 
monument. When Antony hears chis news, 
he determines co kill himself and chooses, 
like Brutus had, co run on to his sword while 
soldiers hold it. His servant Eros refuses to 
help him, however, and instead kills himsel£ 
Left co commit the act on his own, Antony 
wounds himself. and then learns of Cleopatra's 
deception. His guards cake him to Cleopatra's 
monument, and he dies in Cleopatra's arms. 
Cleopatra has promised Octavius that she 
will surrender, but she grows concerned about 
her face once she is his captive. She requests a 
poisonous snake, and lees its bite poison her. 
Her faithful maids Charmian and Iras die 
with her. Octavius orders that Cleopatra and 
Antony be buried together. 
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Actors' Equity Association 
was founded in 1913to 
protect Actors from the severe 
mistreatment chat permeated 
the industry at chat time. The 
35.000 member Association 
consists of distinguished stars 
and ocher professional Actors 
and Stage Managers who 
work nationwide, from New York"s Broadway to 
Los Angeles, from Minneapolis co Miami Beach, in 
regional, small professional, stock and dinner theatre, 
and in theatres for young audiences which build 
rhc audience: of tomorrow. These Actors and Stage 
Managers arc committed co working in the theatre 
as a profession, not an avocation, and bring to you 
the finest professional training and experience. By 
presenting Equity productions, this theatre offers to 
you, our audience, the best cntcrtainmcnc prcscnccd by 
the finest quality Actors and Stage Managers that your 
admission doll•rs cw buy. 
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are joining forces - W<?rking together to resolve hard-to-solve medical problems 
and to find better answers. For you and your family, that means peace of mind, 
and access to the finest medical knowledge available, right here at home. 
OSF - proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network. 
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~ntony and Cleopatra 
Dramaturgical Notes 
Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra is a tragic love story set 
against the backdrop of the last days of the Roman Republic. Its 
sweeping, epic story spans ten years - from 40 BCE to 30 BCE -
and crisscrosses the Mediterranean. And while scholars comment 
on the play being an echo of Romeo and Juliet, its lovers are mature 
- middle-aged - as Shakespeare was when he penned it, likely in 
1607, around the age of 50. 
As with his other Roman plays - Julius Caesar and Coriolanus, 
Shakespeare drew this story from Plutarch's Parallel Lives, a study of 
famous Greeks and Romans. 
Born in Greece roughly 75 years after Mark Antony's death, 
Plutarch did not make accurate historical recording his primary 
goal. By pairing narratives that were essentially studies of moral 
character, Plutarch sought to examine the choices and destinies of 
great men. 
In the case of"The Life of Marcus Antonius," which is paired 
with a study of the Greek Demetrius, Plutarch appears at least as 
interested, if not more interested, in the figure of Cleopatra; once 
she enters Antony's life, Plutarch devotes much of the latter portion 
of the work to describe Cleopatra's involvement with Antony, and 
attributes much of Antony's downfall to Cleopatra's influence 
or Antony's obsession with her. Shakespeare's Plutarch was a 
translation by Sir Thomas North, completed in 1579: 
Antonius being thus inclined, the last and extremest 
mischief of all other ( to wit, the love of Cleopatra) lighted 
on him, who did waken and stir up many vices yet hidden 
in him, and were never seen to any: and if any spark 
of goodness or hope of rising were left him, Cleopatra 
quenched it straight, and made it worse than before. 
Our Cleopatra is Cleopatra VII, who ruled Egypt from 51 to 
30 BCE, one of the last in the line of Ptolemaic rulers and the only 
woman in all of classical antiquity to rule a land independently . 
Recent scholarship has challenged Plutarch's image of Cleopatra. 
"Like all women," writes classics scholar Duane W. Roller, "she 
suffers from male-dominated historiography in both ancient and 
modern times and was ... stereotyped into typical chauvinistic 
female roles such as seductress or sorceress, one whose primary 
accomplishment was ruining the men that she was involved with." 
In a season in which gender reversal is a prominent theme, 
Antony and Cleopatra might at first seem an unlikely fit. The image 
of Marcus Antonius is decidedly masculine: soldier, statesman, 
and lover. Cleopatra's image is no less rigidly gendered in our 
imagination: sultry, seductive, and manipulative. She embodies the 
classic qualities of the "whore" side of the virgin/whore paradox in 
literature - uncontained sexuality and assertive, even aggressive, 
qualities in traditionally male contexts. To the Romans, she was a 
spectacle - commanding her own navy, promoting and controlling 
her own image, and arranging political liaisons - and a dangerous 
threat to Antony's masculinity. Shakespeare makes frequent 
reference to her potential to emasculate Antony, often intimating 
that Cleopatra's manipulation of Antony results in a role reversal 
- that is, a gender reversal. In Shakespeare, Race, and Colonialism, 
Ania Loomba enumerates several examples. In Act I, Augustus 
comments that Egypt has effeminized Antony, who is now, 
... not more manlike 
Than Cleopatra, nor the queen of Ptolemy 
More womanly than he. 
In Act II, Cleopatra describes cross-dressing as part of their 
love-making, and her language makes clear that in the bedroom, she 
is in control: 
I laughed him out of patience, and that night 
I laughed him into patience, and next morn, 
Ere the ninth hour, I drunk him to his bed, 
Then put my tires and mangles on him whilst 
I wore his sword Phillipan. 
It may seem odd that a story that depends so clearly on Antony's 
virility should then also question his masculinity, but what is at 
stake for Antony in this relationship is key, for the definition of 
his masculinity depends on his reputation as political and military 
strategist, his acumen as a soldier turned general. By the end of 
his life, Plutarch tells us, and Shakespeare echoes, Antony was so 
besotted by Cleopatra that he allowed her to develop military 
strategies that set him up for failure, and he is sq impotent as a 
soldier when he meets his end, that he can't even effectively kill 
himsel£ Even Brutus, the traitor, ended his life more effectively than 
Antony. 
- Ann Haugo, drarnaturg 
For further reading: 
o Ania Loomba, Shakespeare, Race, and Colonialism. Oxford University Press, 
2002. 
o Duane W. Roller, Cleopatra: A Biography. Oxford University Press, 2010. 
o Stacy Schiff. Cleopatra: A Lift. Little, Brown, and Company, 2010. 
o T. ]. B. Spencer, ed. Shakespeare's Plutarch: The Lives Julius Caesar, Brutus, 
Marcus Antonius, and Coriolanus in the Translation of Sir Thomas North. 
Puffin Press, 1991. 
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Shake, Shake, Shake 
Your Shakeipeare 
by Nancy Steele Brokaw 
William Shakespeare ......•••..•..•..•...... GARRm DOUGLAS 
Old Goose ••.......••..•••••••.•.•..•..•...... LAUREN SHEFFEY 
Antony/ Romeo/ Orlando •••.•••••••••••••••• ANDREW PIECHOTA 
Titania/Juliet/ Rosalind .•••••••••• •.• •••••••••• LARISSA STRONG 
Bottom/ Mercurio/ Friar/Jacques/Wrestler .......•. IAN SCARLATO 
Cleopatra/ The Nurse/ Celia ••••••.•••••.•••.•• ASHLEY DONAHUE 
Caesar/ Tybalt/ Oliver •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ALEJANDRO RAYA 
Director ..•••.•...........•.••.•......•.......•.•• LORI ADAMS 
Sound designer ................................. KlERAN PEREIRA 
Scenic designer ............................... JEN l<AzMIERCZAK 
Costume designer .........••.•.•.•......... HILARY W1NKWORTH 
Stage manager •••••.•......•••.....•......•... DANIEL D. DRAKE 
Assistant stage manager ••••••••••••••••••••• CONNOR C. HERBECK 
'Ibey 'Fight! 
created by Paul Dennhardt 
Romeo & Juliet . ................ .JOEY BANKS, NATALIE BLACKMAN, 
•.•. BETHANY HART, ROBERT MICHAEL JOHNSON, 
•••••••••••••• COLIN LAWRENCE, RON RoMI.N, 
•••••••• FAITH SERVANT, COLIN TREVINO-ODELL 
As You Like It ................. JOEY BANKS, COLIN TREVINO-ODELL 
Stage manager •••... • .......•.•......•........ DANIEL D. DRAKE 
For more information on these 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival shows, 
visit TheFestival.org 
ciJJ,luch ~do ~bout 
Shakespeare 
written and directed by Kevin Rich 
Cast: 
ASHLEY DoNAHUE, GARRm DOUGLAS, ANDREW PIECHOTA, 
ALEJANDRO RAYA, IAN SCARLATO, LAUREN SHEFFEY, LARISSA STRONG 
Stage manager/production coordinator •••..... DANIEL D. DRAKE 
~s You ,Q,ke It 
Rosalind ••••.••••••....•.••....••••...••.•..••. BETHANY HART 
Orlando/ Oliver ..••••.••....••....•••...•...•••••• JOEY BANKS 
Le Beau/ Phebe ••.......•.••....•••....•••••. NATALIE BLACKMAN 
Dulce Frederick/ Dulce Senior ••.....•••• ROBERT MICHAEL JOHNSON 
Adam/ Charles the Wrestler ...••••••..•••• COLIN TREVINO-ODELL 
Celia ••••••••••........••••••..•..••••..•..•.••. FAITH SERVANT 
Jaques ........................................ COLIN LAWRENCE 
Amicns/ Silvius ...•••••••.......•••••.........••.. RoN RoMAN 
Director ........................................... KEVIN RICH 
Fight director ........... . . . .. .. .............. PAUL DENNHARDT 
Rehearsal stage manager .•.••.••••••.••..... CONNOR C. HERBECK 
Production coordinaror •••.•.......•...• ••..•. DANIEL D. DRAKE 
'R.p,meo & Juliet 
Romeo/Montague ..... . .. . ..... . . .. .......... COLIN LAWRENCE 
Juliet/Capulet ................................... FAITH SERVANT 
Friar ........................ . ......... ROBERT MICHAEL JOHNSON 
Mercurio/ Apothecary ..•.... • ..... •...... COLIN TREVINO-ODELL 
Nurse ................ . .. .. ................. NATALIE BLACKMAN 
Tybalt/Benvolio •••....•...........•.............. RoN RoMAN 
Lady Capulet/Second Friar. • • • • • . • . . . • • . • . . • • • • • BETHANY HART 
Prince/ Paris .............................. . ........ JOEY BANKS 
Director ........................................... KEVIN RICH 
Fight director ................... . ... . ........ PAUL DENNHARDT 
Rehearsal stage manager ..•..••.•••.••....... GIANNA CONSALVO 
Production coordinator ..............• . .•••••. DANIEL D. DRAKE 
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Acting Company 
Timuchin Aker 
Todd Denning 
, . 
Robert Michael 
Johnson 
Thomas Anthony 
~nn 
Deborah Staples 
Joey Banks 
Ashley Donahue 
Colin Lawrence 
Alejandro Raya 
Fredric Stone 
Natalie Blackman 
Garrett Douglas 
Norman Moses 
Ron Roman 
Larissa Strong 
Wigasi Brant 
Jack Dwyer 
Andrew Piechota 
Ian Scarlato 
. I 1 • . -, 
Colin 
Trevino-Odell 
Cyndee Brown 
Phillip Ray 
Guevara 
Michael Pinc 
Faith Servant 
Matt Daniels 
Bethany Hart 
Christopher 
Prentice 
Lauren Sheffey 
l 
1 
TIMUCHIN AKER - Verges (Much Ado About Nothing), The Watch (Elizabeth 
Rex), Agrippa (Antony & Cleopatra) - Timuchin is currently earning his M.F.A. 
in acting at University of Illinois. Recent credits: 0 Beautifal, The Tempest, 
The Normal Heart, A Dream Play (Krannerr Cenrer/UIUC}. Other favorite 
productions: A Midsummer Night's Dream (Idaho Shakespeare Festival tour), 
Macbeth (Great Lakes Theater Festival}, Bunnicula (The Cleveland Playhouse}, 
Clarisse and Larmon (Actors Theatre of Louisville, Humana Festival), It's a 
Wonderful Life: The Radio Play (American Theater Company}. 15 Minutes (The 
Ruckus Theater), and Philadelphia, Here I Come! (Lakeland Civic Theatre}. He 
completed the acting apprenticeship at Actors Theatre of Louisville, and holds a 
B.A. from Kalamazoo College. 
JOEY BANKS - Conrade (Much Ado About Nothing), Man I (Elizabeth Rex), 
Derceras (Antony & Cleopatra) - Joey Banks is an Illinois State University 
M.F.A. acting student from Austin, Texas. Regional credits include Reifer 
Madness, Bloody, Bloody Andrew Jackson (Docruh Mistuh Productions), The 
Game's Afoot, Chess, A Room with a View (Austin Playhouse}, A Midsummer 
Night's Dream (Austin Shakespeare}, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling 
Bee (Zach Theatre}, HAIR! (San Jose Rep}. The Madwoman of Chai/lot 
(California Theatre Center}, Girlfriend (ThearreWorks}, and the international 
tour of Miss Nelson is Missing ( California Theatre Center}. Local credits include 
Spring Awakening (Illinois State University) and Other Desert Cities (Heartland 
Theatre Company}. He holds a B.F.A. in acting from Southwestern University. 
NATALIE BLACKMAN - Tardy (Elizabeth Rex), Octavia (Antony & Cleopatra) 
- Natalie is an avid seeker of great conversations, laughter, beauty, truth and 
really rasry desserrs. Theatre: Our Town, Dracula (Pioneer Theatre Company}, 
The Lion, the Witch and the IMlrdrobe ( Circle in the Square TYA), The Orphan 
(The Tank NYC}, The Crucible (New Ohio}, Master Class (Salt Lake Acting 
Company}, The Music Man (Egyptian Theatre Company}, A Funny Thing. .. 
Forum (The Grand Theatre}. Film: 17 Miracles, The]erk Theory. Natalie 
graduated summa cum laude from the University of Utah's B.F.A. Actor Training 
Program and is now working toward her M.F.A. at Illinois State University. 
Natalie has also trained with Circle in the Square, Shakespeare and Company, 
Tectonic Theatre Project and Tisch School of the Arts. 
WIGASI BRANT - Hugh Orecake (Much Ado About Nothing), Ensemble 
(Elizabeth Rex), Scarus (Antony & Cleopatra)- Wigasi Brant is a 2nd-year 
M.F.A. acting student at the University of Illinois in Champaign/ Urbana. 
Last summer he made his Shakespeare debut as part of the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival in Macbeth, Comedy of Errors, and Failure: A Love Story and is sooooo 
grateful for another opportunity to work as part of such an awesome event! 
Wigasi's other srage credits include Clybourne Park, Fences, The BlutSt Eye, Before 
it Hits Home, 44 Plays for 44 Pwidents, No Child ... and, most recently, Much 
Ado About Nothing. His film/TV credits include The Blind Side, Boston Public, 
Road Trip, Remember the Titans, a recurring role on CBS' The Bold and The 
Beautiful, and a lead role in the Alex Haley miniseries Mama Flora's Family. 
(YNDEE BROWN - Henslowe (Elizabeth Rex) - Cyndee is thrilled to be a 
member of the Festival company this summer. She has been reaching, acting, 
and directing in the theatre for over 40 years, and has come to appreciate the 
many opportunities this wonderful art form has given her. This love of theatre is 
something she has always shared with her best friend and husband, Dean, whom 
she thanks for his love and support. She is a member of the faculty in the Illinois 
Stare University School of Theatre and Dance, and reaches theatre education. 
Strive rni~htily, but 
eat and drink 
as friends. - Th, Taming Of Th, Shrew, Act J,scm,2 
We hope you enjoyed your personalized 
lunch basket from Kelly's. 
Visit us soon in Downtown Bloomington 
to try our full menu! 
SHAKESPEARE SPECIAL: 
Bring in your ISF ticket stub and 
receive 1 0% off your meal 
(Offer ends Aug. 20, 2014. Does not include 
catering or custom bakery orders) 
l l 3 N. Center Street, Bloomington 
Phone: 309-820-1 200 
KellysBakeryAndCafe.com 
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MATT DANIELS- Benedick (Much Ado About Nothing),Jack (Elizabeth Rex), 
Enobarbus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Mate is delighted to return to the Festival 
afi:er playing Dogberry, Fluellen, and Boyce in 2007. Based in Milwaukee, 
recent credits include Chesapeake (In Tandem Theatre), Lord Farquaad in Shrek 
the Musical (First Stage). Clarence in Richard III (Notre Dame Shakespeare 
Festival), and the title role in Jeeves in Bloom (Milwaukee Chamber Theater). 
He has also appeared at Forward Theater, Kentucky Rep., Lake Geneva Theater 
Co., Milwaukee Shakespeare, NC Shakespeare Festival, Seven Angels, and on 
many independent stages in New York. Matt's directing work has been seen 
in Milwaukee and New York, and he is the associate director of First Stage's 
Young Company. He enjoys spending free time playing ukulele with II Bazzonc's 
Jumping Flea Circus. Training: Juilliard. www.maccdanielsonline.com 
TODD DENNING - Don Pedro (Much Ado About Nothing), Antony (Antony 
& Cleopatra) - Todd is thrilled to be making his debut appearance with chc 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Originally from Staples, Minnesota, Todd now 
calls Milwaukee home. There he works as an actor, director, fight choreographer, 
sound designer/engineer and teacher. He is an adjunct faculty member at 
Marquette University. Regional acting credits include Utah Shakespeare, South 
Coast Rep, Georgia Shakespeare, Tennessee Rep, PCPA Thcatcrfcst, Willamette 
Rep, Arcpark & Co., Optimise Theatre, Milwaukee Shakespeare and First Stage 
Childrcns' Theater. Todd holds an M.F.A. in acting from chc University of 
California-Irvine. 
ASHLEY DONAHUE - Understudy (Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) 
- Ashley Donahue is so excited to be spending her summer with chc Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival as an acing intern. Ashley is a senior acting major at Illinois 
State University. Her credits include: Iron (Hcarcland Theatre Company), The 
Eight Reindeer Monologues, Mother Courage and Her Children, and Talk to Me 
Like the Rain and Let Me Listen (Illinois Seate University.) Ashley would like to 
thank her family, friends, and the entire Festival company for all of their support. 
GARRETT DOUGLAS - Understudy (Much Ado About Nothing), Understudy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Garrett Douglas was born 
in San Francisco and raised in Madison, Wisconsin. He is currcncly a junior 
acting major at Illinois State University. He first appeared on-stage in Madison 
West High School's (Go Regents!) production of Almost, Maine. He has 
since performed in a number of Illinois Scace University shows including A 
Midsummer Night's Dream and Send the Light. He is also a member of Illinois 
State's lrnprov Mafia, a former trombonist, and a wanna-be pirate. He would like 
to thank everyone involved in chc Festival, his parents/ relatives, and Shakespeare 
for making chis all possible! 
JACK DWYER - Margaret (Much Ado About Nothing), Tom (Elizabeth Rex), 
Octavius (Antony & Cleopatra)- Jack is thrilled co be workingwich Kevin Rich 
again afi:er graduating from Kenyon College-where he worked with Kevin 
on projects including Almost Maine, Hamlet, Spirits to Enforce, and Hunting 
Cockroaches. Since then he has enjoyed performing at American Players Theater 
( Ttvo Gentlemen of Verona, Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guildenstmz are Dead), 
ShawChicago (Widower's Houses), and the Right Brain Project (Salome). He also 
likes writing, and intermittently spends time adapting selections of Cyrano de 
Bergerac and researching material for a play about che neglected folk singer Phil 
Ochs. 
PHILLIP RAY GUEVARA - Don John (Much Ado About Nothing), Ensemble 
(Elizabeth Rex), Thidias (Antony & Cleopatra) - Phillip Ray Guevara is 
from San Antonio, TX and received his B.F.A. in acting in 2012 from Texas 
Scace University. Favorite credits include: Noises Off(Lloyd Dallas),Anna 
in the Tropics ( Chechc), Picasso at the Lapin Agile (Picasso), Brighton Beach 
Memoirs (Stanley UIS), and Sara Ruhl's Eurydice (Lord of the Underworld). 
Phillip would like to thank his incredibly supportive parents, his immensely 
talented peers, and Kevin Rich for the opportunity to finally breathe life into 
Shakespeare's words. 
l 
BETHANY HART - Servant (Elizabeth Rex), Charmian (Antony & Cleopatra) 
- Bethany Hare is a first-year M.F.A. acting candidate at Illinois Scace 
University. A Washington Stace University graduate, she is a resident artist ac 
Inccrplayers in Washington Scace. Regional credits include Doubt: A Parable 
(Sister James), Opus, Mauritius, It's A Wonderfol Lift: A Live Radio Play (Mary 
Bailey), Together Again far the First Time (originated role), The Dining Room 
(Inccrplayers), The Importance of Being Earnest ( Gwendolen, JACC), Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Honey, Lake City Playhouse), and Much Ado About 
Nothing (Hero, Spokane Shakespeare Company). She would like to thank Ben 
for his endless encouragement! 
ROBERT MICHAEL JOHNSON - Sexton (Much Ado About Nothing), Cecil 
(Elizabeth Rex), Canidius (Antony & Cleopatra)- Robert is a first year 
M.F.A. candidate at Illinois State University and completed his undergraduate 
studies at Fordham University in New York City. Credits includcjrmie B.Jones 
(Theatrcworks USA),just So, the Musical (Mercury Theatre, Cleveland), All It 
Takes? {Fulcon Theatre, Lancaster, Pennsylvania), and Latina/o Blues, his solo 
gender-bender. At Fordham University: A Midsummer Night's Dream, Biloxi 
Blues, Springs Awakening, The Wiz, Working and West Side Story. Film/ TV: Here 
Be Dragons, Louie (FX), White Collar (USA). He is thrilled co be the second 
Belizcan to appear at the Festival. 
(OLIN LAWRENCE - Hero (Much Ado About Nothing), Harry (Elizabeth Rex), 
Varrius (Antony & Cleopatra) - This is Colin's first summer with Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and his first time playing a lady. Originally from California, 
Colin moved co Illinois chis past August co pursue his M.F.A. in acting at Illinois 
State University. He is graceful co his seven co-maces of graduate acting and che 
generous Illinois Stace faculcy for their constant support. Recent local credits: 
Spring Awakening (Melchior) and A Midsummer Night's Dream, The Opera 
(Puck) at Illinois State; Romeo and Juliet (Romeo) and As You Like It (Jaques) 
with the Festival Touring Company. MPBM, wish you were here. 
NORMAN MOSES - Dogberry/Balchasar (Much Ado About Nothing), Percy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Dolabella (Antony & Cleopatra) -A veteran of chc Midwest 
cheater scene for over 35 years, Norman has performed such roles as Charles II 
in Or, at Forward Theater, Avery in Precious Memories at Milwaukee Repertory 
Theater, Nick in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? at Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, 
Don Armado in Love's Labour's Lost at Milwaukee Shakespeare Company, 
Antoine in The House of Martin Guerre at Goodman Theatre, Harold Hill in The 
Music Man at Skylight Music Theatre, and Groucho in Groucho, A Lift in Revue, 
at Next Ace Theatre. He makes his home in Milwaukee. 
ANDREW PIECHOTA - Understudy (Much Ado About Nothing), Understudy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) -Andrew hails from Lake 
Forest, and will be entering his third year as an acting major at Illinois State. 
He has been involved with several productions at the university, including A 
Midsummer Night's Dream and Send the Light, and is an avid writer and spoken 
word performer. Andrew would like co thank: his family, for supporting; Rusty 
Schwimmer, for guiding; and the Bard himself. for inspiring. 
MICHAEL PINE - Claudio (Much Ado About Nothing), Mace (Elizabeth Rex), 
Pompey (Antony & Cleopatra) - Michael is very pleased to be making his debut 
here at chc Festival. He has spent the lase two summers at The Texas Shakespeare 
Festival in roles such as Arthur in Camelot, Camillo in The Winter's Tale, Philiscc 
in The Liar, Froggy in The Foreigner, and Sir Hugh Evans in The Merry Wives 
of Windsor. Other credits include: Oberon/Theseus in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream with Pennsylvania Shakespeare, Demetrius in The Fairy Qf1een in New 
York City, and Smudge in Forever Plaid at The Schoolhouse Theatre in Florida. 
As always, he would like to thank his family and friends for their unflinching 
support. 
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MATT DANIELS- Benedick (Much Ado About Nothing),Jack (Elizabeth Rex), 
Enobarbus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Mate is delighted to return to the Festival 
afi:er playing Dogberry, Fluellen, and Boyce in 2007. Based in Milwaukee, 
recent credits include Chesapeake (In Tandem Theatre), Lord Farquaad in Shrek 
the Musical (First Stage). Clarence in Richard III (Notre Dame Shakespeare 
Festival), and the title role in Jeeves in Bloom (Milwaukee Chamber Theater). 
He has also appeared at Forward Theater, Kentucky Rep., Lake Geneva Theater 
Co., Milwaukee Shakespeare, NC Shakespeare Festival, Seven Angels, and on 
many independent stages in New York. Matt's directing work has been seen 
in Milwaukee and New York, and he is the associate director of First Stage's 
Young Company. He enjoys spending free time playing ukulele with II Bazzonc's 
Jumping Flea Circus. Training: Juilliard. www.maccdanielsonline.com 
TODD DENNING - Don Pedro (Much Ado About Nothing), Antony (Antony 
& Cleopatra) - Todd is thrilled to be making his debut appearance with chc 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Originally from Staples, Minnesota, Todd now 
calls Milwaukee home. There he works as an actor, director, fight choreographer, 
sound designer/engineer and teacher. He is an adjunct faculty member at 
Marquette University. Regional acting credits include Utah Shakespeare, South 
Coast Rep, Georgia Shakespeare, Tennessee Rep, PCPA Thcatcrfcst, Willamette 
Rep, Arcpark & Co., Optimise Theatre, Milwaukee Shakespeare and First Stage 
Childrcns' Theater. Todd holds an M.F.A. in acting from chc University of 
California-Irvine. 
ASHLEY DONAHUE - Understudy (Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) 
- Ashley Donahue is so excited to be spending her summer with chc Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival as an acing intern. Ashley is a senior acting major at Illinois 
State University. Her credits include: Iron (Hcarcland Theatre Company), The 
Eight Reindeer Monologues, Mother Courage and Her Children, and Talk to Me 
Like the Rain and Let Me Listen (Illinois Seate University.) Ashley would like to 
thank her family, friends, and the entire Festival company for all of their support. 
GARRETT DOUGLAS - Understudy (Much Ado About Nothing), Understudy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Garrett Douglas was born 
in San Francisco and raised in Madison, Wisconsin. He is currcncly a junior 
acting major at Illinois State University. He first appeared on-stage in Madison 
West High School's (Go Regents!) production of Almost, Maine. He has 
since performed in a number of Illinois Scace University shows including A 
Midsummer Night's Dream and Send the Light. He is also a member of Illinois 
State's lrnprov Mafia, a former trombonist, and a wanna-be pirate. He would like 
to thank everyone involved in chc Festival, his parents/ relatives, and Shakespeare 
for making chis all possible! 
JACK DWYER - Margaret (Much Ado About Nothing), Tom (Elizabeth Rex), 
Octavius (Antony & Cleopatra)- Jack is thrilled co be workingwich Kevin Rich 
again afi:er graduating from Kenyon College-where he worked with Kevin 
on projects including Almost Maine, Hamlet, Spirits to Enforce, and Hunting 
Cockroaches. Since then he has enjoyed performing at American Players Theater 
( Ttvo Gentlemen of Verona, Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guildenstmz are Dead), 
ShawChicago (Widower's Houses), and the Right Brain Project (Salome). He also 
likes writing, and intermittently spends time adapting selections of Cyrano de 
Bergerac and researching material for a play about che neglected folk singer Phil 
Ochs. 
PHILLIP RAY GUEVARA - Don John (Much Ado About Nothing), Ensemble 
(Elizabeth Rex), Thidias (Antony & Cleopatra) - Phillip Ray Guevara is 
from San Antonio, TX and received his B.F.A. in acting in 2012 from Texas 
Scace University. Favorite credits include: Noises Off(Lloyd Dallas),Anna 
in the Tropics ( Chechc), Picasso at the Lapin Agile (Picasso), Brighton Beach 
Memoirs (Stanley UIS), and Sara Ruhl's Eurydice (Lord of the Underworld). 
Phillip would like to thank his incredibly supportive parents, his immensely 
talented peers, and Kevin Rich for the opportunity to finally breathe life into 
Shakespeare's words. 
l 
BETHANY HART - Servant (Elizabeth Rex), Charmian (Antony & Cleopatra) 
- Bethany Hare is a first-year M.F.A. acting candidate at Illinois Scace 
University. A Washington Stace University graduate, she is a resident artist ac 
Inccrplayers in Washington Scace. Regional credits include Doubt: A Parable 
(Sister James), Opus, Mauritius, It's A Wonderfol Lift: A Live Radio Play (Mary 
Bailey), Together Again far the First Time (originated role), The Dining Room 
(Inccrplayers), The Importance of Being Earnest ( Gwendolen, JACC), Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Honey, Lake City Playhouse), and Much Ado About 
Nothing (Hero, Spokane Shakespeare Company). She would like to thank Ben 
for his endless encouragement! 
ROBERT MICHAEL JOHNSON - Sexton (Much Ado About Nothing), Cecil 
(Elizabeth Rex), Canidius (Antony & Cleopatra)- Robert is a first year 
M.F.A. candidate at Illinois State University and completed his undergraduate 
studies at Fordham University in New York City. Credits includcjrmie B.Jones 
(Theatrcworks USA),just So, the Musical (Mercury Theatre, Cleveland), All It 
Takes? {Fulcon Theatre, Lancaster, Pennsylvania), and Latina/o Blues, his solo 
gender-bender. At Fordham University: A Midsummer Night's Dream, Biloxi 
Blues, Springs Awakening, The Wiz, Working and West Side Story. Film/ TV: Here 
Be Dragons, Louie (FX), White Collar (USA). He is thrilled co be the second 
Belizcan to appear at the Festival. 
(OLIN LAWRENCE - Hero (Much Ado About Nothing), Harry (Elizabeth Rex), 
Varrius (Antony & Cleopatra) - This is Colin's first summer with Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and his first time playing a lady. Originally from California, 
Colin moved co Illinois chis past August co pursue his M.F.A. in acting at Illinois 
State University. He is graceful co his seven co-maces of graduate acting and che 
generous Illinois Stace faculcy for their constant support. Recent local credits: 
Spring Awakening (Melchior) and A Midsummer Night's Dream, The Opera 
(Puck) at Illinois State; Romeo and Juliet (Romeo) and As You Like It (Jaques) 
with the Festival Touring Company. MPBM, wish you were here. 
NORMAN MOSES - Dogberry/Balchasar (Much Ado About Nothing), Percy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Dolabella (Antony & Cleopatra) -A veteran of chc Midwest 
cheater scene for over 35 years, Norman has performed such roles as Charles II 
in Or, at Forward Theater, Avery in Precious Memories at Milwaukee Repertory 
Theater, Nick in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? at Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, 
Don Armado in Love's Labour's Lost at Milwaukee Shakespeare Company, 
Antoine in The House of Martin Guerre at Goodman Theatre, Harold Hill in The 
Music Man at Skylight Music Theatre, and Groucho in Groucho, A Lift in Revue, 
at Next Ace Theatre. He makes his home in Milwaukee. 
ANDREW PIECHOTA - Understudy (Much Ado About Nothing), Understudy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) -Andrew hails from Lake 
Forest, and will be entering his third year as an acting major at Illinois State. 
He has been involved with several productions at the university, including A 
Midsummer Night's Dream and Send the Light, and is an avid writer and spoken 
word performer. Andrew would like co thank: his family, for supporting; Rusty 
Schwimmer, for guiding; and the Bard himself. for inspiring. 
MICHAEL PINE - Claudio (Much Ado About Nothing), Mace (Elizabeth Rex), 
Pompey (Antony & Cleopatra) - Michael is very pleased to be making his debut 
here at chc Festival. He has spent the lase two summers at The Texas Shakespeare 
Festival in roles such as Arthur in Camelot, Camillo in The Winter's Tale, Philiscc 
in The Liar, Froggy in The Foreigner, and Sir Hugh Evans in The Merry Wives 
of Windsor. Other credits include: Oberon/Theseus in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream with Pennsylvania Shakespeare, Demetrius in The Fairy Qf1een in New 
York City, and Smudge in Forever Plaid at The Schoolhouse Theatre in Florida. 
As always, he would like to thank his family and friends for their unflinching 
support. 
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CHRISTOPHER PRENTICE - Beatrice (Much Ado About Nothing). Ned (Elizabeth 
Rex), Alexas (Antony & Cleopatra) - Christopher Prentice returns to the 
Festival where he made his first professional appearapce as Balchasar in M11ch 
Ado ... ( I 998). Recently: five seasons at Canada's Stratford Festival, including 
Meas1mfar Me11J11re (Claudio), Henry V(Nim), Merry Wives ... (Slender), The 
Grapes of Wrath. Chicago/regional: Signal Ensemble Theatre (co-founder): 
Hamlet (Hamlet), Tbe Zoo Story (Jerry), She Stoops to Conquer (Marlow), 
l#zitingfar Godot (Escragon), Much Ado .. . (Benedick), ochers; Chicago 
Shakespeare Theater: Romeo and Juliet (Mercurio); Oak Park Festival: Robin 
Hood (title role); First Folio; Next; Northlight; Montana Shakespeare in the 
Parks: Macbeth (tide role); American Players Theatre; Milwaukee Rep; Dallas 
Theater Center. christopher-prenrice.com @PrenticeActor 
THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN - Leonaco (M11ch Ado About Nothing). Will 
(Elizabeth Rex), Soothsayer/Clown (Antony & Cleopatra) - Tom is pleased to 
be returning for his ninth season wich rhe Illinois Shakespeare Festival where his 
favorite roles include the ride role in Kingjohn, Kem in King Lear.John Dory in 
Wild Oats, The Porter in Macbeth, and Tom in The Complete Wtirks of William 
Shakespeare (Abridged). An M.F.A. graduate of Illinois Stace University's School 
of Theatre and Dance, he has appeared on a host of stages around the country 
including Arena Scage in Washington, D.C., Cencer Scagc in Baltimore, The 
Goodman, Briar Street, Sreppenwolf, Commons, and Drury Lane in Chicago, 
New Scage in Jackson, Mississippi, American Inside Theatre in Milwaukee, 
The Theatre ac Monmouth, Maine, and Clarence Brown Theatre in Knoxville, 
Tennessee. He has created over seventy roles for che professional scage and dozens 
more for academic theatre. On television, Tom co-scarred in che mini-series, 
B11rden of Proof. written by Scott Turrow for ABC. Locally, he has appeared on 
stage as a student of Illinois Stare University, a guest artist at Bradley University, 
and for chree seasons with Summer Studio ac che University of Illinois in 
Urbana/Champaign. Tom has just completed his tenth year on the faculty of 
Illinois Wesleyan University, where he serves as coordinator ofB.F.A. acting. 
ALEJANDRO RAYA - Understudy (M11ch Ado Abottt Nothing), Understudy 
(Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Alejandro Raya is excited to 
be a part of the acting intern company here at the Festival. He is heading into 
his second year as an acting major at Illinois State University; when he isn't 
rehearsing he enjoys exercising and making music. He is very grateful to be 
working at the Festival and is looking forward ro chis awesome season! 
RON ROMAN - Borachio (M11chAdoAbout Nothing). Ben (Elizabeth Rex), 
Eros (Antony & Cleopatra) - Ron is thrilled co be joining the Festival for the 
first rime this season. Born and raised in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico, he moved 
to Chicago in 2008 where he recently graduated from Concordia University 
Chicago with a B.A. in theatre and is now one of the eighc M.F.A. candidates in 
che acting program at Illinois Seate University. Favorite credits include Romeo 
& Juliet (Mercurio), and In Tbe Soundless Awe wich Concordia University. Mose 
recently Ron has been seen on the Illinois Stace University scage as Pericles in 
Pericles, Prince of Tyre. He would like co send an unending wave of thanks co his 
parents for supporting him and co Jayme, Jason, and Andy for helping him gee 
here. 
IAN SCARLATO - Understudy (M11ch Ado About Nothing), The Bear (Elizabeth 
Rex) , Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Ian is from Lisle and is a recent graduate 
of Illinois Wesleyan University with a B.F.A in acting. Professionally, Ian has 
served as lighting and sound swing intern at Pennsylvania Shakespeare Festival. 
Ian more recently appeared on \Vesleyan's McPherson stage in The Drowsy 
Chaperone (Felczieg). Hay Fever (David), As Yim Like It (Jacques) and A Shayna 
Maidel (Mordechai). He was also the sound designer and fighc choreographer 
for Illinois Wesleyan's recent production of 12 Ophelias, as well as che sound 
designer for ocher productions including: 9 to 5: the Musical, Promenade, and 
Tbe Children's Hour. 
I T A L I ,\ N R E S T A U R ,\ N T 
AVANT I'S® 
FAITH SERVANT - Mary Stanley (Elizabeth Rex), lras (Antony & Cleopatra) 
- Faith Servant is so blessed to be in the company here at che Festival. She is 
a native of Birmingham, Alabama, a graduate of Kenyon College in Gambier, 
Ohio, and one of che eight M.F.A. acting candidates ac Illinois State University. 
Aside from acting, Faith enjoys watching independent foreign historical dramas, 
and brushing up on her knowledge of William Shakespeare. She would like to 
thank her fellow company members for their love and generosity, Kevin Rich for 
his mencorship, and her parents for their love, support, and unfailing advice and 
encouragement. Credits: lcarttS and Aria (Aria) at Kenyon College, Dancing at 
Lughnasa (Agnes), Pericles (Gower) at Illinois State. 
LAUREN SHEFFEY - Undmcudy (Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatm) 
- This is Lauren Sheffey's first year working with che Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. Lauren is a junior acting major at Illinois Stace University. She is 
involved wirh two student organizations, Illinois State Theatre Outreach 
Program (!STOP) and On che Brink of Normal (OTBON), a jazz a cappella 
group. She is thrilled to be a member in the Illinois Shakespeare family and cast 
in the 2014 session. She hopes you enjoy everything the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival has co offer you. Thanks! 
DEBORAH STAPLES - Elizabeth (Elizabeth Rex), Cleopatra (Antony & 
Cfeopatr,, ), The John Stevens Equity Accor- Deborah is thrilled to make her 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival debut. She's an associate artist with Milwaukee 
Rep ( 17 seasons) where roles include Billie Dawn (Born Yesterday ), everyone in 
The Blonde, the Brunette and the Vengeful Redhead ( also Jeff Award nominated 
at Writers' Theater), and the tide roles in lvlary Stuart, Anna Karenina, Anna 
Christie, and Mirandolina. Other favorites include Beatrice (Much Ado), Phedre 
(Phed,·e ). and Arid (Tempest) ac American Players' Theater ( eight seasons); and 
Cressida (TroilttS & Cmsida) & Desdemona (Othello) at Chicago Shakespeare. 
Deborah has over 100 professional stage credits, is a voiceover artist, and is the 
mother of cwo fabulous girls! Visit DeborahStaples.com for more and thanks for 
coming to The Festival! 
FREDRIC STONE - Friar Francis (Much Ado About Nothing), Luddy (Elizabeth 
Rex). Lepidus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Fred is extremely pleased to make his 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival debut. A Chicago accor, he has worked at mosc 
of the Chicagoland theatres including The Goodman ( The Trojan 1%men ), 
Sceppenwolf(Jbe Chosen), Writers Theatre {Rosencrantz and G11ildenstem 
Are Dead), Chicago Shakespeare Theatre (Richard fl, Tbe Tempest, Henry IV 
(parts J & 2), Tbe Winter's Tale, The Taming of the Shrew and Love's Labour's 
Lost. He has spent cwo seasons ac The Utah Shakespeare Festival performing 
in Kingjolm, Twelve Angry Men, 'fig Tempest, As Yo11 Like it, and Henry V. He 
is a founding member and works frequently with The Shakespeare Project of 
Chicago, performing free scaged readings for Chicago audiences. He has taught 
Shakespeare classes in Chicago and coaches actors on audition preparation. For 
more information check his website: fredricstone.blogspoc.com 
LARISSA STRONG - Understudy (Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleop,itra ) 
- Larissa is an acting and English studies major from Illinois State University 
and is so excited and honored to be a part of the Festival company as an acting 
intern. Originally from Bloomingcon-Normal, she has been visiting the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival since she was a child; being able to perform on Ewing 
Manor's stage has been a dream since her fir c show. Larissa would like to 
thank her loving family for all of their support, especially her parents for their 
continued encouragement to pursue acting. 
(OLIN TREVINO-ODELL- Ursula (1H11 chAdoAbo11t Nothing), Ensemble 
(Elizabeth Rex), Menas (Antony & Cleopatra ) - Colin Trevino -Odell is from 
Northern California where he received his Bachelor of Arts in theatre, film 
and dance ac Humboldt State University. Colin is currently studying civic 
engagement along with acting as an M.F.A. acting candidate at Illinois State 
University. He is honored to be here in the acting company for his first summer 
ac che Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
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CHRISTOPHER PRENTICE - Beatrice (Much Ado About Nothing). Ned (Elizabeth 
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Hamlet (Hamlet), Tbe Zoo Story (Jerry), She Stoops to Conquer (Marlow), 
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Shakespeare Theater: Romeo and Juliet (Mercurio); Oak Park Festival: Robin 
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Parks: Macbeth (tide role); American Players Theatre; Milwaukee Rep; Dallas 
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more for academic theatre. On television, Tom co-scarred in che mini-series, 
B11rden of Proof. written by Scott Turrow for ABC. Locally, he has appeared on 
stage as a student of Illinois Stare University, a guest artist at Bradley University, 
and for chree seasons with Summer Studio ac che University of Illinois in 
Urbana/Champaign. Tom has just completed his tenth year on the faculty of 
Illinois Wesleyan University, where he serves as coordinator ofB.F.A. acting. 
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(Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Alejandro Raya is excited to 
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Chicago with a B.A. in theatre and is now one of the eighc M.F.A. candidates in 
che acting program at Illinois Seate University. Favorite credits include Romeo 
& Juliet (Mercurio), and In Tbe Soundless Awe wich Concordia University. Mose 
recently Ron has been seen on the Illinois Stace University scage as Pericles in 
Pericles, Prince of Tyre. He would like co send an unending wave of thanks co his 
parents for supporting him and co Jayme, Jason, and Andy for helping him gee 
here. 
IAN SCARLATO - Understudy (M11ch Ado About Nothing), The Bear (Elizabeth 
Rex) , Chorus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Ian is from Lisle and is a recent graduate 
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served as lighting and sound swing intern at Pennsylvania Shakespeare Festival. 
Ian more recently appeared on \Vesleyan's McPherson stage in The Drowsy 
Chaperone (Felczieg). Hay Fever (David), As Yim Like It (Jacques) and A Shayna 
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designer for ocher productions including: 9 to 5: the Musical, Promenade, and 
Tbe Children's Hour. 
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Aside from acting, Faith enjoys watching independent foreign historical dramas, 
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his mencorship, and her parents for their love, support, and unfailing advice and 
encouragement. Credits: lcarttS and Aria (Aria) at Kenyon College, Dancing at 
Lughnasa (Agnes), Pericles (Gower) at Illinois State. 
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involved wirh two student organizations, Illinois State Theatre Outreach 
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(Phed,·e ). and Arid (Tempest) ac American Players' Theater ( eight seasons); and 
Cressida (TroilttS & Cmsida) & Desdemona (Othello) at Chicago Shakespeare. 
Deborah has over 100 professional stage credits, is a voiceover artist, and is the 
mother of cwo fabulous girls! Visit DeborahStaples.com for more and thanks for 
coming to The Festival! 
FREDRIC STONE - Friar Francis (Much Ado About Nothing), Luddy (Elizabeth 
Rex). Lepidus (Antony & Cleopatra) - Fred is extremely pleased to make his 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival debut. A Chicago accor, he has worked at mosc 
of the Chicagoland theatres including The Goodman ( The Trojan 1%men ), 
Sceppenwolf(Jbe Chosen), Writers Theatre {Rosencrantz and G11ildenstem 
Are Dead), Chicago Shakespeare Theatre (Richard fl, Tbe Tempest, Henry IV 
(parts J & 2), Tbe Winter's Tale, The Taming of the Shrew and Love's Labour's 
Lost. He has spent cwo seasons ac The Utah Shakespeare Festival performing 
in Kingjolm, Twelve Angry Men, 'fig Tempest, As Yo11 Like it, and Henry V. He 
is a founding member and works frequently with The Shakespeare Project of 
Chicago, performing free scaged readings for Chicago audiences. He has taught 
Shakespeare classes in Chicago and coaches actors on audition preparation. For 
more information check his website: fredricstone.blogspoc.com 
LARISSA STRONG - Understudy (Elizabeth Rex), Chorus (Antony & Cleop,itra ) 
- Larissa is an acting and English studies major from Illinois State University 
and is so excited and honored to be a part of the Festival company as an acting 
intern. Originally from Bloomingcon-Normal, she has been visiting the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival since she was a child; being able to perform on Ewing 
Manor's stage has been a dream since her fir c show. Larissa would like to 
thank her loving family for all of their support, especially her parents for their 
continued encouragement to pursue acting. 
(OLIN TREVINO-ODELL- Ursula (1H11 chAdoAbo11t Nothing), Ensemble 
(Elizabeth Rex), Menas (Antony & Cleopatra ) - Colin Trevino -Odell is from 
Northern California where he received his Bachelor of Arts in theatre, film 
and dance ac Humboldt State University. Colin is currently studying civic 
engagement along with acting as an M.F.A. acting candidate at Illinois State 
University. He is honored to be here in the acting company for his first summer 
ac che Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
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ADRIENNE BONI - Musican (Much Ado About Nothing, Elizabeth Rex) -
Adrienne Boni (Cellist) holds a Bachelor of Music in therapy and performance 
from Illinois State University and is thrilled ro join the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival chis season. Favorite past shows include Spring Awakening, The 25th 
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bu, La Boheme, Candide, and Sweeney 
Todd. Adrienne participated in the International Chamber Music Institute in 
Bulgaria and has performed orchestrally throughout France and Germany. She 
is passionate about hiking, healthy living, animal rights, and music therapy 
advocacy. Adrienne would like to thank her incredible parents, Dan and Barb, as 
well as her musical influences Glenn Block and Adriana Ransom! 
MICHELLE PLUNKETT - Musican (Much Ado About Nothing, Elizabeth Rex) -
Michelle Plunkett is a sophomore oboe performance major at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign working cowards her Bachelor of Music degree. 
She graduated from Normal Community West High School (NCWHS) in 
2013. In high school she performed with many musical groups such as the IMEA 
Honors All-State Orchestra, the Music for All Honor Orchestra of America, the 
Bloomington-Normal Youth Symphony, the Prairie Fire Theatre, and the Twin 
City Honor Band. Michelle has also been a soloist with many groups including 
performing with the NCWHS Marching Band as oboe soloist at the Fiesta Bowl 
in Phoenix in 2012. Upon graduating from NCWHS, Michelle received the 
John Philip Sousa Band award for her musical efforts. 
PAMELA ScHum - Musican (M11ch Ado About Nothing, Elizabeth Rex) -
Pamela is from Algonquin. She recently graduated from Illinois State University, 
where she was principal flute of the Symphony Orchestra and Wind Symphony. 
Pamela was the 2014 Concerto Competition winner. An advocate of new 
music, Pamela received a grant to research and perform works by living female 
composers. This fall, Pamela will pursue a graduate degree, continuing her studies 
with Kimberly McCoul Risinger at Illinois State University. 
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Directors 
JONATHAN WEST- director (Much Ado Abo11t Nothing) - Jonathan has been 
an active member of the professional cheater community in Milwaukee for over 
20 years. He was a co-founder and the artistic director of Bialyscock & Bloom, 
a daring professional cheater company noted for "edge-treading" material, for 
11 years. He has worked on the administrative staffs of Milwaukee Repertory 
Theater and Next Act Theatre in management, development, marketing and 
education capacities. As a director and Equity actor, his work has been seen 
at Milwaukee Repertory Theater, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, First Stage 
Milwaukee Children's Theatre, Renaissance Theaterworks, Next Act Theatre 
and the former experimental theatre giant, Theatre X. His work as a writer has 
been featured in various publications in both print and online throughout the 
Midwest. 
PAULA Suozzi - director (Elizabeth Rex) - Companies: Forward Theater 
Company, Milwaukee Shakespeare, Metropolitan Opera, Lyric Opera of 
Chicago, San Francisco Opera, Cincinnati Opera, Tulsa Opera, Canadian Opera 
Company, Florentine Opera, Skylight Music Theater, First Stage Children's 
Theater, Bialysrock & Bloom. Plays; Twelfth Night, Macbeth, The Food Chain, 
The Caretaker, The ]etvish Wife, A Village /#Joing, Here 1* Are, Guys and Dolls, 
The Threepenny Opera, Bat Boy! The Mmica/, Tbe Best Christmas Pageant Ever. 
Operas: Eugene Onegin, Rio De Sangre, Don Pasq1111le, Romeo et jriliette, The 
Tum of the Screw, The Midnight Angel, Luisa Miller, The Rape of L11creti11, Die 
Zauberflb'te, Lucia di Lammem1oor, Mejistoftle, The Tender Land, Tbe Bartered 
Bride, La Boheme, Der Fliegende Holliinder (upcoming). Thanks to Kevin for che 
idea and invite. Love always to J, D, and C. 
Join us for fun, food, and ice cream 
at two locations! 
• 
1700 W College 
Normal 309-454-7732 
601 W Locust 
Bloomington 309-828-7732 
Check out our full menu on the web at CarlslceCream. com 
Like us on facebook! 
KEVIN RICH - director (Antony & Cleopatra) - Previous Festival: Magical 
Mind of Billy Shakespeare, Romeo and J11liet (Touring Company), As Yott Like It 
(Touring Company); Ocher directing credits: Kenyon College, UW-Parkside, 
Carthage College, Yale Cabaret, Racine Theam Guild, Northlighc Academy, 
Renaissance Theacreworks Directors' Showcase. Selected acting credits: Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival, Chicago Shakespeare, Milwaukee Shakespeare, Kentucky 
Shakespeare, Shakespeare & Company, American Theatre Company. B.A. 
Grinnell College; M.F.A. Yale School of Drama. 
JONATHAN HUNT SELL - assistant director (M11ch Ado About Nothmg) -
holds a Bachelor of Fine Am in directing and playwriting from the University 
of Wyoming. Jonathan has directed nineteen productions both amateur and 
professionally. Favorite directing credits include: Assassins, Prelude to a Kiss, 
Escanaba in da Moonlight, The Prisoner of Second Avenue, The 39 Steps, God of 
Carnage, Lady Windem1ere's Fan, The A11thor's Voice, Cat's in the Cradle, Lone 
Star, and La11ndry and Bo11rbon. This coming academic year Jonathan will direct 
True l*st and The School far Wives for Illinois State University, where he is 
currently a Master of Fine Am directing candidate. Thanks ro Kevin,J-West, and 
Janet for chis opportunity and to my parents for their endless support. 
LEAH USSELLA - assistant director (Elizabeth Rex) - Leah Cassella is 
delighted to work with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival for the first time. She 
is a Pittsburgh-based director and third year M.F.A. directing candidate at the 
Illinois Scace School of Theatre and Dance. She has worked as a director with The 
Summer Company, Gemini Theatre Pittsburgh New Works Festival, Pittsburgh 
Shakespeare in the Parks, Red Masquers, Duquesne University Medieval and 
Renaissance Players, Chatham University, and Current Theatrics. Favorite credits 
include Stop Kiss, The Maids, Home of Bl11e Leaves, and Look Homeward, Angel. 
Leah will direct /tater by the Spoonji,l by ~ara Alegria Hudes for the School of 
Theam and Dance chis fall. She holds a B.A. from Duquesne University and an 
M.A. from Carnegie Mellon University. 
LORI ADAMS - director (Shake, Shake, Shake Your Shakespeare) - Lori directed 
che Off-Broadway production of Falling in New York City in 2012 (which 
received three Drama Desk Award nominations). She is currently in pre-
production directing the world premiere of H11man Terrain at the Mustard Seed 
Theatre in Sc. Louis. Lori is head ofacting at Illinois Seate University where she 
has been a member of the acting faculty since 199 . On the stage, local audiences 
may have most recently seen her in the Heartland Theatre Company production 
of Iron. Other acting credits include Richard Ill, Macbeth, and Henry VIII at the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Lovero John, Anna and Nathan. 
Designers 
LAUREN M, LOWELL - costume designer (Much Ado About Nothing/ Elizabeth 
Rex) - Lauren is head of costume design at Illinois State University School of 
Theatre and Dance. Recent design credits includeAmeritan Wee Pie (Rivenddl 
Theatre Ensemble, Chicago); War (Seanachai Theatre Co., Chicago); Fail11re: 
A Love Story (2013),A Midsummer Night's Dream (2009), Complete Work, of 
William Shakespeare (2008).]11lim Caesar (2007), Twelfth Night (2006) and As 
Yo11 Like It (2003) (Illinois Shakespeare Festival);j.B., Les Liaisons Dangere11ses, 
Tiu Rover, The Who's Tommy, Ring Round the Jvloon, The Crucible, Amadeus, 
and The C1111casian Chalk Circle (Illinois State University). Lauren received a 
B.A. from Central Michigan University and an M.F.A. in design from University 
of Georgia. Recipient of the 2008 Illinois Scace University College of Fine Am 
Outstanding Teacher Award, Lauren also received the W .Joseph Stell Design 
Expo Award in 2001, and the USITT-SE Design Award in 2000. She remains an 
active member of the United States Institute of Theatre Technology. 
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ADRIENNE BONI - Musican (Much Ado About Nothing, Elizabeth Rex) -
Adrienne Boni (Cellist) holds a Bachelor of Music in therapy and performance 
from Illinois State University and is thrilled ro join the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival chis season. Favorite past shows include Spring Awakening, The 25th 
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bu, La Boheme, Candide, and Sweeney 
Todd. Adrienne participated in the International Chamber Music Institute in 
Bulgaria and has performed orchestrally throughout France and Germany. She 
is passionate about hiking, healthy living, animal rights, and music therapy 
advocacy. Adrienne would like to thank her incredible parents, Dan and Barb, as 
well as her musical influences Glenn Block and Adriana Ransom! 
MICHELLE PLUNKETT - Musican (Much Ado About Nothing, Elizabeth Rex) -
Michelle Plunkett is a sophomore oboe performance major at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign working cowards her Bachelor of Music degree. 
She graduated from Normal Community West High School (NCWHS) in 
2013. In high school she performed with many musical groups such as the IMEA 
Honors All-State Orchestra, the Music for All Honor Orchestra of America, the 
Bloomington-Normal Youth Symphony, the Prairie Fire Theatre, and the Twin 
City Honor Band. Michelle has also been a soloist with many groups including 
performing with the NCWHS Marching Band as oboe soloist at the Fiesta Bowl 
in Phoenix in 2012. Upon graduating from NCWHS, Michelle received the 
John Philip Sousa Band award for her musical efforts. 
PAMELA ScHum - Musican (M11ch Ado About Nothing, Elizabeth Rex) -
Pamela is from Algonquin. She recently graduated from Illinois State University, 
where she was principal flute of the Symphony Orchestra and Wind Symphony. 
Pamela was the 2014 Concerto Competition winner. An advocate of new 
music, Pamela received a grant to research and perform works by living female 
composers. This fall, Pamela will pursue a graduate degree, continuing her studies 
with Kimberly McCoul Risinger at Illinois State University. 
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JONATHAN WEST- director (Much Ado Abo11t Nothing) - Jonathan has been 
an active member of the professional cheater community in Milwaukee for over 
20 years. He was a co-founder and the artistic director of Bialyscock & Bloom, 
a daring professional cheater company noted for "edge-treading" material, for 
11 years. He has worked on the administrative staffs of Milwaukee Repertory 
Theater and Next Act Theatre in management, development, marketing and 
education capacities. As a director and Equity actor, his work has been seen 
at Milwaukee Repertory Theater, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, First Stage 
Milwaukee Children's Theatre, Renaissance Theaterworks, Next Act Theatre 
and the former experimental theatre giant, Theatre X. His work as a writer has 
been featured in various publications in both print and online throughout the 
Midwest. 
PAULA Suozzi - director (Elizabeth Rex) - Companies: Forward Theater 
Company, Milwaukee Shakespeare, Metropolitan Opera, Lyric Opera of 
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Company, Florentine Opera, Skylight Music Theater, First Stage Children's 
Theater, Bialysrock & Bloom. Plays; Twelfth Night, Macbeth, The Food Chain, 
The Caretaker, The ]etvish Wife, A Village /#Joing, Here 1* Are, Guys and Dolls, 
The Threepenny Opera, Bat Boy! The Mmica/, Tbe Best Christmas Pageant Ever. 
Operas: Eugene Onegin, Rio De Sangre, Don Pasq1111le, Romeo et jriliette, The 
Tum of the Screw, The Midnight Angel, Luisa Miller, The Rape of L11creti11, Die 
Zauberflb'te, Lucia di Lammem1oor, Mejistoftle, The Tender Land, Tbe Bartered 
Bride, La Boheme, Der Fliegende Holliinder (upcoming). Thanks to Kevin for che 
idea and invite. Love always to J, D, and C. 
Join us for fun, food, and ice cream 
at two locations! 
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Like us on facebook! 
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Mind of Billy Shakespeare, Romeo and J11liet (Touring Company), As Yott Like It 
(Touring Company); Ocher directing credits: Kenyon College, UW-Parkside, 
Carthage College, Yale Cabaret, Racine Theam Guild, Northlighc Academy, 
Renaissance Theacreworks Directors' Showcase. Selected acting credits: Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival, Chicago Shakespeare, Milwaukee Shakespeare, Kentucky 
Shakespeare, Shakespeare & Company, American Theatre Company. B.A. 
Grinnell College; M.F.A. Yale School of Drama. 
JONATHAN HUNT SELL - assistant director (M11ch Ado About Nothmg) -
holds a Bachelor of Fine Am in directing and playwriting from the University 
of Wyoming. Jonathan has directed nineteen productions both amateur and 
professionally. Favorite directing credits include: Assassins, Prelude to a Kiss, 
Escanaba in da Moonlight, The Prisoner of Second Avenue, The 39 Steps, God of 
Carnage, Lady Windem1ere's Fan, The A11thor's Voice, Cat's in the Cradle, Lone 
Star, and La11ndry and Bo11rbon. This coming academic year Jonathan will direct 
True l*st and The School far Wives for Illinois State University, where he is 
currently a Master of Fine Am directing candidate. Thanks ro Kevin,J-West, and 
Janet for chis opportunity and to my parents for their endless support. 
LEAH USSELLA - assistant director (Elizabeth Rex) - Leah Cassella is 
delighted to work with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival for the first time. She 
is a Pittsburgh-based director and third year M.F.A. directing candidate at the 
Illinois Scace School of Theatre and Dance. She has worked as a director with The 
Summer Company, Gemini Theatre Pittsburgh New Works Festival, Pittsburgh 
Shakespeare in the Parks, Red Masquers, Duquesne University Medieval and 
Renaissance Players, Chatham University, and Current Theatrics. Favorite credits 
include Stop Kiss, The Maids, Home of Bl11e Leaves, and Look Homeward, Angel. 
Leah will direct /tater by the Spoonji,l by ~ara Alegria Hudes for the School of 
Theam and Dance chis fall. She holds a B.A. from Duquesne University and an 
M.A. from Carnegie Mellon University. 
LORI ADAMS - director (Shake, Shake, Shake Your Shakespeare) - Lori directed 
che Off-Broadway production of Falling in New York City in 2012 (which 
received three Drama Desk Award nominations). She is currently in pre-
production directing the world premiere of H11man Terrain at the Mustard Seed 
Theatre in Sc. Louis. Lori is head ofacting at Illinois Seate University where she 
has been a member of the acting faculty since 199 . On the stage, local audiences 
may have most recently seen her in the Heartland Theatre Company production 
of Iron. Other acting credits include Richard Ill, Macbeth, and Henry VIII at the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Lovero John, Anna and Nathan. 
Designers 
LAUREN M, LOWELL - costume designer (Much Ado About Nothing/ Elizabeth 
Rex) - Lauren is head of costume design at Illinois State University School of 
Theatre and Dance. Recent design credits includeAmeritan Wee Pie (Rivenddl 
Theatre Ensemble, Chicago); War (Seanachai Theatre Co., Chicago); Fail11re: 
A Love Story (2013),A Midsummer Night's Dream (2009), Complete Work, of 
William Shakespeare (2008).]11lim Caesar (2007), Twelfth Night (2006) and As 
Yo11 Like It (2003) (Illinois Shakespeare Festival);j.B., Les Liaisons Dangere11ses, 
Tiu Rover, The Who's Tommy, Ring Round the Jvloon, The Crucible, Amadeus, 
and The C1111casian Chalk Circle (Illinois State University). Lauren received a 
B.A. from Central Michigan University and an M.F.A. in design from University 
of Georgia. Recipient of the 2008 Illinois Scace University College of Fine Am 
Outstanding Teacher Award, Lauren also received the W .Joseph Stell Design 
Expo Award in 2001, and the USITT-SE Design Award in 2000. She remains an 
active member of the United States Institute of Theatre Technology. 
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NORMAL - 207 W. NORTH ST. - 309.452.8200 
NORMAL -305 S. MAIN ST. - 309.451.1800 
BLOOMINGTON - 2301 E. WASHINGTON ST. - 309.664.6800 
BLOOMINGTON - 203 W. MARKET ST. - 309.828.3300 
FREAKY FAST DELIVERYr 
SANDY CHILDERS - costume designer (Antony & Cleopatra ) - Sandy is excited 
to be back for her fourth season at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. She has 
designed costumes for both theatre and dance and her work can also be seen 
in a national OxiClcan commercial. Her most recent credits include: Macbeth 
and Twelfth Night (Illinois Shakespeare Festival); Twelfth Night (Arkansas 
Shakespeare Theatre). Her design experience also includes spending eight years as 
a fashion designer in both Scacdc and New York City. She has also done freelance 
work for Marc by Marc Jacobs, Victoria Secret - Pink and Converse One Star. 
Sandy is currcndy the assistant professor of costume design at the University 
of W isconsin - Stevens Point. She earned her M.F.A. in costume design from 
Illinois State University and her B.F.A. in theatre from the University of Utah. 
KRISTIN ELLERT - festival scenic designer - Off Broadway: Virtual Congress, 
The Flip Side, The Boring-est Poem in the World (Keen Teens, Keen Company), 
This Tastes Funny: The Cannibal Plays Festival (Kokopclli Theatre Co.), Severance 
(Barracuda Theatre); regional credits: Behind the Eye (Park Square Theatre); 
Shrek the Musical (First Stage); Hoover Comes Alive! (La Jolla Playhouse), Miss 
Electricity (La Jolla Playhouse POP Tour), The Cripple ofinishmaan (University 
ofEvansville), Hay Fever, 9 to 5: the Musical (Illinois Wesleyan University), The 
39 Steps (Bristol Valley Theatre), Twist (Diversionary Theatre), Romeo + Juliet, 
All Shook Up, Chaps!, A Year With Frog and Toad (Hope Summer Repertory 
Theatre), Woyzeck, Danton's Death (UC, San Diego). As video designer: The 
Taming of the Shrew (Oregon Shakespeare Festival), Restoration (New York 
Theatre Workshop) ,Restoration, Gala 2012 (La Jolla Playhouse), Woyzcck, 
Danton's Death (UC, San Diego). B.F.A., University of Evansville, M.F.A. UC, 
San Diego. 
SARAH EC MAINES - festival lighting designer - Sarah returns to the Festival 
after designing the 2013 season: Failure: A Love Story, Richard III, A Comedy of 
Errors. ZACH Theatre in Austin, Texas: A Christmas Carol, A Christmas Story, 
God of Carnage. Associate/ assistant lighting designcr:]mry Boys (Broadway and 
eight national / international companies), Gypsy with Patti Lu pone (Broadway, 
New York City Center), In the Heights (First National Tour), Sarahjones's 
Bridge & Tunnel (Broadway), The Pirate Qf,een (Broadway). Regional: La Jolla 
Playhouse, Scacdc Repertory Theatre, South Coast Repertory. Texas Stace 
University: Anything Goes, Richard Ill, As You Like It, All Shook Up. Head of 
design and technology at Texas State University. United Scenic Artists - Local 
829, lighting. 
SARAH AKER - lighting designer, Center for the Performing Arts/ assistant 
festival lighting designer - Sarah Aker is a freelance lighting designer. She 
currcndy resides in Urbana, where she works at the University oflllinois and 
has done multiple designs at the Station Theatre. She was previously in Chicago, 
where she designed with various theatre and dance companies, including About 
Face Theatre, Laboratory Dancers, Renegade Performance Group, and Rivcndell 
Theatre Company. This is her seventh summer with the Festival. She received her 
M.F.A. from Florida State University. www.sarahakcrdcsign.com 
SHANNON MARIE O'NEILL - festival musical director, composer - Shannon 
is excited to be returning for her second season with the Festival. She has 
worked as a composer, musical director, and/ or sound designer with The Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival, Illinois Scace University, The University of Georgia, and in 
North Carolina with Hidden Voices, The ArcsCcntcr, Ride Again Productions, 
New Traditions Theatre, and many ochers. She runs the theatrical sound program 
at the Illinois Scace University School of Theatre and Dance. Shannon would like 
to thank Assistant Music Director/ Composer Kicran Pereira for his work and his 
dedication to the Festival. 
Text and lvlovement 
NANCY STEELE BROKAW - playwright (Shake, Shake, Shake Your Shakespeare) 
- Nancy is a writer/playwright/librettist. She wrote the green shows Double 
Trouble and Ballad of Macbeth and Other Campfire Stories for lase year's Festival 
season. Fort Worth Opera Frontiers rcccncly showcased Fertile Ground, an 
opera for which Brokaw wrote libretto. She has three children's operas (Prairie 
Fire Theatre) touring in Illinois and California and is currcndy working on a 
fourth (working tide: W.0.0.S.H.! (Web Of Opera Super Heroes). Ocher current 
projects include a monodrama for Viennese composer Nancy Van de Vatc and an 
adaption ofE. Humpcrdinck's Hamel and Gretel for Illinois Wcslcyan's School of 
Music. She reviews theatre for the Pantagraph. www.nancysccelcbrokaw.com 
JEAN M, KERR - festival movement director - Jean is an associate professor 
of dance and movement at Illinois Wesleyan University and is delighted to join 
the artistic staff at the Festival chis season. Jean has directed and choreographed 
concert dances and musicals as well as staged violence for many cheaters or 
companies over the years. Most recencly,Jcan has been working with the Am 
Collaborative in St. Louis where she works with men- who arc transitioning 
from being homeless into independent housing - helping chem co create and cell 
their stories in a theatrical performance. Jean loves to spend time with her family 
at their home in the corn fields - raising vegetables and enjoying the wonders of 
chis earth! Love you Paul, Delia & Linnea! 
ANN HAUGO - dramaturg - Ann Haugo holds a Ph.D. in theatre with a 
brraduatc minor in women's studies from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. At Illinois State, she teaches courses in dramaturgy. theatre history, 
and theory. She co-edited with Scott Magelssen Qf,erying Difference in Tbeatre 
History (Cambridge Scholars Press) . Her research on American Indian and First 
Nations theatre appears in books such as Indigenous North American Drama: 
A MultiVocal History, The Color of Theatre: A Critical Sourcebook in Race and 
Pe,formance, Tbe Cambridge Companion to Native American Literature, and 
Blackwell's A Companion to Twentieth-Century American Drama, and in various 
academic journals and periodicals. 
St,zge lvlanagcrs 
JAMIE K, FULLER - stage manager (Much Ado About Nothing) - Jamie K. 
Fuller is quite excited co join the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Originally from 
Henry.Jamie is a third year M.F.A. stage management student at the University 
of Illinois. She has a B.A. in English from Trinity Christian College, and an M.S. 
in library and information science from the University of Illinois. Last summer, 
Jamie assistant stage managed the Jeff Award-winning Cymbeline: A Folk Tale 
with Music for First Folio Theatre in Oak Brook. At the University of Illinois, she 
has stage-managed Much Ado About Nothing, 9 Parts of Desire, and The Nom1al 
Heart and assistant stage-managed David Auburn's Lost Lake (The Sullivan 
Project). She would like thank her parents for their constant support. 
J, ANDREW BLEVINS - stage manager (Elizabeth Rex) -Andrew is thrilled to 
return to his roots in Bloomington/Normal to reunite with some familiar faces. 
National tours: Sesame Street Live! Elmo Makes Music, 50 Shades! Tbe Musical, 
and Scooby Doo Live! Musical Mysteries. Chookas! 
JAYSON T. WADDELL- production stage manager/ Stage Manager (Antony & 
Cleopatra) - Jayson is happy co be returning to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
for his fourth season. His favorite stage management production credits include: 
Macbeth, As You Like It, A Winter's Tale, 12th Night (Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival), Maurice Hines is Tappin' Thm Lift, The Cellar Girls, Bike America, 
Ghost Brothers of Darkland County, Next to Normal (Alliance Theatre, Adanca, 
Ga). Jayson is a proud member of Actors Equity Association. 
DANIEL D. DRAKE - company manager/ production coordinator of additional 
programming - Daniel is excited to be with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival for 
his fourth season where he has previously served as a stage manager and company 
manager. He is a Chicagoland-bascd freelance stage manager. Selected previous 
productions include: hamlet is dead. no gravity and The Lift and Death of 
Madam Barker at Red Tape Theatre; Stt1l Alice, Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, 
Metamorphoses (2014) and Mr. Rickry Calls A Meeting at Lookingglass Theatre; 
The Iceman Cometh, A Christmas Carol, and Red at The Goodman Theatre. 
Board Certified Family Practice 
Now accepting new patients! 
Stephen Hill MD 
Adam Houghton MD 
Kim Bankston CNP 
Betty Scanlon CNP 
Stephen Pilcher MD 
9 Heartland Drive, Suite C Bloomington, IL 61704 
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has done multiple designs at the Station Theatre. She was previously in Chicago, 
where she designed with various theatre and dance companies, including About 
Face Theatre, Laboratory Dancers, Renegade Performance Group, and Rivcndell 
Theatre Company. This is her seventh summer with the Festival. She received her 
M.F.A. from Florida State University. www.sarahakcrdcsign.com 
SHANNON MARIE O'NEILL - festival musical director, composer - Shannon 
is excited to be returning for her second season with the Festival. She has 
worked as a composer, musical director, and/ or sound designer with The Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival, Illinois Scace University, The University of Georgia, and in 
North Carolina with Hidden Voices, The ArcsCcntcr, Ride Again Productions, 
New Traditions Theatre, and many ochers. She runs the theatrical sound program 
at the Illinois Scace University School of Theatre and Dance. Shannon would like 
to thank Assistant Music Director/ Composer Kicran Pereira for his work and his 
dedication to the Festival. 
Text and lvlovement 
NANCY STEELE BROKAW - playwright (Shake, Shake, Shake Your Shakespeare) 
- Nancy is a writer/playwright/librettist. She wrote the green shows Double 
Trouble and Ballad of Macbeth and Other Campfire Stories for lase year's Festival 
season. Fort Worth Opera Frontiers rcccncly showcased Fertile Ground, an 
opera for which Brokaw wrote libretto. She has three children's operas (Prairie 
Fire Theatre) touring in Illinois and California and is currcndy working on a 
fourth (working tide: W.0.0.S.H.! (Web Of Opera Super Heroes). Ocher current 
projects include a monodrama for Viennese composer Nancy Van de Vatc and an 
adaption ofE. Humpcrdinck's Hamel and Gretel for Illinois Wcslcyan's School of 
Music. She reviews theatre for the Pantagraph. www.nancysccelcbrokaw.com 
JEAN M, KERR - festival movement director - Jean is an associate professor 
of dance and movement at Illinois Wesleyan University and is delighted to join 
the artistic staff at the Festival chis season. Jean has directed and choreographed 
concert dances and musicals as well as staged violence for many cheaters or 
companies over the years. Most recencly,Jcan has been working with the Am 
Collaborative in St. Louis where she works with men- who arc transitioning 
from being homeless into independent housing - helping chem co create and cell 
their stories in a theatrical performance. Jean loves to spend time with her family 
at their home in the corn fields - raising vegetables and enjoying the wonders of 
chis earth! Love you Paul, Delia & Linnea! 
ANN HAUGO - dramaturg - Ann Haugo holds a Ph.D. in theatre with a 
brraduatc minor in women's studies from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. At Illinois State, she teaches courses in dramaturgy. theatre history, 
and theory. She co-edited with Scott Magelssen Qf,erying Difference in Tbeatre 
History (Cambridge Scholars Press) . Her research on American Indian and First 
Nations theatre appears in books such as Indigenous North American Drama: 
A MultiVocal History, The Color of Theatre: A Critical Sourcebook in Race and 
Pe,formance, Tbe Cambridge Companion to Native American Literature, and 
Blackwell's A Companion to Twentieth-Century American Drama, and in various 
academic journals and periodicals. 
St,zge lvlanagcrs 
JAMIE K, FULLER - stage manager (Much Ado About Nothing) - Jamie K. 
Fuller is quite excited co join the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Originally from 
Henry.Jamie is a third year M.F.A. stage management student at the University 
of Illinois. She has a B.A. in English from Trinity Christian College, and an M.S. 
in library and information science from the University of Illinois. Last summer, 
Jamie assistant stage managed the Jeff Award-winning Cymbeline: A Folk Tale 
with Music for First Folio Theatre in Oak Brook. At the University of Illinois, she 
has stage-managed Much Ado About Nothing, 9 Parts of Desire, and The Nom1al 
Heart and assistant stage-managed David Auburn's Lost Lake (The Sullivan 
Project). She would like thank her parents for their constant support. 
J, ANDREW BLEVINS - stage manager (Elizabeth Rex) -Andrew is thrilled to 
return to his roots in Bloomington/Normal to reunite with some familiar faces. 
National tours: Sesame Street Live! Elmo Makes Music, 50 Shades! Tbe Musical, 
and Scooby Doo Live! Musical Mysteries. Chookas! 
JAYSON T. WADDELL- production stage manager/ Stage Manager (Antony & 
Cleopatra) - Jayson is happy co be returning to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
for his fourth season. His favorite stage management production credits include: 
Macbeth, As You Like It, A Winter's Tale, 12th Night (Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival), Maurice Hines is Tappin' Thm Lift, The Cellar Girls, Bike America, 
Ghost Brothers of Darkland County, Next to Normal (Alliance Theatre, Adanca, 
Ga). Jayson is a proud member of Actors Equity Association. 
DANIEL D. DRAKE - company manager/ production coordinator of additional 
programming - Daniel is excited to be with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival for 
his fourth season where he has previously served as a stage manager and company 
manager. He is a Chicagoland-bascd freelance stage manager. Selected previous 
productions include: hamlet is dead. no gravity and The Lift and Death of 
Madam Barker at Red Tape Theatre; Stt1l Alice, Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, 
Metamorphoses (2014) and Mr. Rickry Calls A Meeting at Lookingglass Theatre; 
The Iceman Cometh, A Christmas Carol, and Red at The Goodman Theatre. 
Board Certified Family Practice 
Now accepting new patients! 
Stephen Hill MD 
Adam Houghton MD 
Kim Bankston CNP 
Betty Scanlon CNP 
Stephen Pilcher MD 
9 Heartland Drive, Suite C Bloomington, IL 61704 
www.bloomingtonprimarycare.com 
P 309.663.7642 
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Festival Leadership 
KEVIN RICH - arciscic direccor - Kevin became che Illinois Shakespeare 
Fescival's arciscic direccor in 2013, buc began working ac che Fescival in 2009 as 
an accor, and has appeared in such roles as Puck in A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
Richard in Richard l!I, and boch Dromios in Comedy of Errors. Addicional 
experience includes Milwaukee Shakespeare, Chicago Shakespeare, Kencucky 
Shakespeare, Shakespeare and Company, Porcland Cencer Scage, San Jose Rep, 
Yale Rep, and chc American Theacrc Company. He wrote and directed rhc 
Festival's 2013 Theatre for Young Audiences production, The Magical Mind of 
Billy Shakespeare, published by Playscriprs, Inc., and his series of Shakespeare 
abridgcmencs arc a centerpiece of the educational and community engagemenc 
of chc Festival Touring Company. Kevin is also a member of the acting faculty at 
Illinois Scace University; previous teaching experience includes Kenyon College, 
Carthage College and the University of W isconsin at Parkside. In 2008, he 
formed his own workshop company, and he continues co facilitate workshops in 
colleges, high schools, and theatre festivals around the councry. He is member of 
AEA and SAG-AFTRA, a certified associate teacher of Fitzmaurice Voicework, 
rhc 2010 Illinois Shakespeare Festival John Stephens Equity Actor, and a 
recipient of the Oliver Thorndike acting award at Yale School of Drama. 
DICK FOLSE - managing director - Dick Folse is completing his fifth year 
as managing director for the Illinois Shakespeare Festival and his fourteench 
year with Illinois Scace University. One of his passions is the intersection of art 
and community developmenc. Under his leadership, the Festival has created 
a Hispanic Youth Puppet Troupe and a five-school Intercity High School 
Shakespeare Troupe, toured schools with productions of socially relevant 
personal stories tied to related Shakespeare scenes and monologues, hosted 
a Shakespearean sonnet-slam contest, and initiated the Sharing Shakespeare 
program chat brings more than six hundred undcrrepresenced and under-
resourced individuals to main stage shows. This summer, Dick helped bring the 
Q Brothers and Shannon Macesky to the Regional Alternative School to reach 
studencs about deriving cheir own poems, monologues, and scenes in hip-
hop verse; he is a board member of Western Avenue Community Ccncer and 
Milestones Early Learning Ccncer and Preschool. Dick earned his B.A. at Illinois 
Wesleyan University and completed an M.F.A. at Illinois State University. 
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Reco gnizing the Arts in Mclean County 
Brian K Simpson 
402 E Mill St 
Bloomington IL 61761 
(309) 454-7393 
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ADAM Fox - festival production manager - Adam is thrilled ro return to rhe 
Festival for his sixth season, where he has previously served as a stage manager, 
production stage manager, and company manager. C hicago credits include work 
with Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Piven Theatre W orkshop, Provision Theater, 
Emerald City, The Living Canvas, Chicago Dance C rash, and Redmoon. Adam 
reaches stage managemenc at Illinois State Universi ty, coordinates in-game 
entertainmenc for rhe two-rime PBL Champion Bloomington Flex basketball 
ream and makes silly videos. 
JANET WILSON - producer - Janet Wilson serves as the producer of the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and director of the School of Theatre and Dance at Illinois 
Scace University. Ms. Wilson began her career as a professional actor (AEA, SAG 
and AFTRA) and spent over a decade acting professionally in New York City. 
After moving co Richmond, Virginia, she was a found ing member, co-artistic 
director and director of education for chc Firehouse Theatre Project, where she 
produced and directed numerous productions. She earned her Master of Fine 
Arcs degree in theatre pedagogy at Virginia Commonwealth University and 
was hired by Illinois State as an assistant professor co teach acting. Ms. Wilson 
has directed numerous plays by and about women, including Shame the Devil! 
An Audience with Fanny Kemble, an Illinois State faculty production featuring 
Lori Adams that has toured nationally. During rhe summer of 2009, she worked 
with rhe "Acting Out" Theatre Troupe ar Lincoln Correctional to create and 
perform an original script. Her article describing chis experience was published 
in the spring 2013 issue of"Making Connections: Incerdisciplinary approaches 
to cultural diversity," a publication of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher 
Education and the Frederick Douglass Institute Collaborative. She was promoted 
to full professor in May, 2014. 
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Your Passport to exciting music and theatre in 
Bloomington-Normal all summer long! * 
Get your Summer Arts Sampler 
Pass to 6 performing arts 
events for only $60 
Participating Organizations: 
IWNOIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
IWNOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL 
HEARTLAND THEATRE COMPANY 
BLOOMINGTON CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
COMMUNITY PLAYERS THEATRE 
PRAIRIE FIRE THEATRE 
A complete listing of events and specific dates, and Pass purchasing can 
be found at www.areaartsroundtable.org. The Summer Arts Sampler Pass 
can also be purchased at The Garlic Press in Uptown Normal. The Summer 
Arts Sampler program is sponsored in part by the Area Arts Round Table 
and participating members. 
Tht Area Arts Round Tobit Is a 
consortium of Thtatrt, Music, 
Danct, Visual & Uttrary Arts 
organizations, Individuals and 
tnthuslasts working togethtr to 
promote tht arts and arts 
participation In tht McLean 
County arto. 
The Crossroads Project Support 
The Crossroads Project is a multicultural theatre program within the 
School of Theatre and Dance at Illinois Scare University. Crossroads 
encourages and explores performances chat address the issues and . 
experiences of ethnic minorities in the United Scates and the experiences 
of international cultures, including Asia, the Middle Ease, Africa, Latin 
America, and indigenous peoples of rhc world. Crossroads also creates an 
important bridge between rhe university and rhe community. 
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Fine Art Gallery 
and Studio 
315 N. Main St. 
Bloomlnaton, IL 
309-821-0604 
---
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival is a proud member of: 
• Shakespeare Theatre Association of America 
• The Institute of Outdoor Drama 
Gallery 
Open 5 days a week 
Tuesday-Saturday 
Appointments 
Also Available 
Special Events 
Studio 
Group and Individual 
Art Instruction 
• Univcrsicy/ Residcnc Theatre Assn. (U/RTA) A 
• Actors' Equity Association 
• National Assn. of Schools ofTheatre (NAST) ST 
~-
SHAKESPEARE 
Theatre Association 
The John Stevens Equity Actor 
The John Stevens Equity Actor is funded 
through the John Stevens Memorial Golf 
Outing. Sponsored by Nancy Stevens and 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, this annual 
event is held in the spring and honors the 
memory of John Stevens, a past president of 
the Illinois Shakespeare Society and long-time 
Festival supporter. The John Stevens Equity Actors: Deborah 
Staples (2014), Amanda Catania (2013), David Sitler (2012), 
Gerson Dacanay (2011), Kevin Rich (2010), Michelle Shupe 
(2009), Daniel Harray (2008), Eddie Collins (2007), Thomas 
Anthony ~nn (2006). 
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Fescival's arciscic direccor in 2013, buc began working ac che Fescival in 2009 as 
an accor, and has appeared in such roles as Puck in A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
Richard in Richard l!I, and boch Dromios in Comedy of Errors. Addicional 
experience includes Milwaukee Shakespeare, Chicago Shakespeare, Kencucky 
Shakespeare, Shakespeare and Company, Porcland Cencer Scage, San Jose Rep, 
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formed his own workshop company, and he continues co facilitate workshops in 
colleges, high schools, and theatre festivals around the councry. He is member of 
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personal stories tied to related Shakespeare scenes and monologues, hosted 
a Shakespearean sonnet-slam contest, and initiated the Sharing Shakespeare 
program chat brings more than six hundred undcrrepresenced and under-
resourced individuals to main stage shows. This summer, Dick helped bring the 
Q Brothers and Shannon Macesky to the Regional Alternative School to reach 
studencs about deriving cheir own poems, monologues, and scenes in hip-
hop verse; he is a board member of Western Avenue Community Ccncer and 
Milestones Early Learning Ccncer and Preschool. Dick earned his B.A. at Illinois 
Wesleyan University and completed an M.F.A. at Illinois State University. 
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production stage manager, and company manager. C hicago credits include work 
with Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Piven Theatre W orkshop, Provision Theater, 
Emerald City, The Living Canvas, Chicago Dance C rash, and Redmoon. Adam 
reaches stage managemenc at Illinois State Universi ty, coordinates in-game 
entertainmenc for rhe two-rime PBL Champion Bloomington Flex basketball 
ream and makes silly videos. 
JANET WILSON - producer - Janet Wilson serves as the producer of the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and director of the School of Theatre and Dance at Illinois 
Scace University. Ms. Wilson began her career as a professional actor (AEA, SAG 
and AFTRA) and spent over a decade acting professionally in New York City. 
After moving co Richmond, Virginia, she was a found ing member, co-artistic 
director and director of education for chc Firehouse Theatre Project, where she 
produced and directed numerous productions. She earned her Master of Fine 
Arcs degree in theatre pedagogy at Virginia Commonwealth University and 
was hired by Illinois State as an assistant professor co teach acting. Ms. Wilson 
has directed numerous plays by and about women, including Shame the Devil! 
An Audience with Fanny Kemble, an Illinois State faculty production featuring 
Lori Adams that has toured nationally. During rhe summer of 2009, she worked 
with rhe "Acting Out" Theatre Troupe ar Lincoln Correctional to create and 
perform an original script. Her article describing chis experience was published 
in the spring 2013 issue of"Making Connections: Incerdisciplinary approaches 
to cultural diversity," a publication of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher 
Education and the Frederick Douglass Institute Collaborative. She was promoted 
to full professor in May, 2014. 
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event is held in the spring and honors the 
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Festival Personnel 
Executive Sta.If 
KEVIN RICH - artistic director 
DICK FOLSE - managing director 
ADAM Fox - production manager 
JANET WILSON - producer 
Company Management 
DANIEL D. DRAKE - company manager 
RICK JENSEN - company management intern 
UTHERINE NORRIS - company management intern 
IGNATZIA ROMACK - company management intern 
Directing and Stage Management 
JONATHAN WEST - director (M11ch Ado Abo11t 
Nothing) 
PAULA Suozzi - director (Elizabeth Rex) 
KEVIN RICH - director (Antony & Cleopatra) 
JONATHAN HUNT SELL - assistant director (M11ch Ado 
About Nothing) 
LEAH USSELLA - assistant director (Elizabeth Rex) 
J. ANDREW BLEVINS - stage manager (M11ch Ado 
Abo11t Nothing) 
JAMIE K. FULLER - stage manager (Elizabeth Rex) 
JAYSON T. WADDELL - production stage manager 
(Antony & Cleopatra) 
JAMIE K. FULLER - stage manager (M11ch Ado About 
Nothing) 
MATIHEW T. BLACK - assistant stage manager 
(Antony & Cleopatra} 
GIANNA CONSALVO - assistant stage manager (M11ch 
Ado Abo11t Nothing} 
Liz STAUBLE r - assistant stage manager (Elizabeth 
Rex} 
KATHERINE HOUZE - stage management intern 
(Much Ado Abo11t Nothing} 
RACHAEL PELL - stage management intern (Antony 
& Cleopatra} 
KRISTEN TURNER - stage management intern 
(Elizabeth Rex} 
DANIEL D. DRAKE t- - production coordinator of 
additional programming 
Design Sta.If 
SHANNON MARIE O'NEILL - festival musical director/ 
composer 
KIERAN PEREIRA - assistant music director/assistant 
composer 
LAUREN M. LOWELL - costume designer (M11ch Ado 
Abo11t Nothing/Elizabeth Rex) 
SANDY CHILDERS - costume designer (Antony & 
Cleopatra) 
DEANNA DURBIN - assistant costume designer 
(M11ch Ado About Nothing} 
TYLER GUNTHER - assistant costume designer 
(Antony & Cleopatra ) 
J. WENDY WALLACE - assistant costume designer 
(Elizabeth Rex) 
KRISTIN ELLERT - festival scenic designer 
SARAH DORY - assistant scenic design intern 
SARAH EC MAINES - festival lighting designer 
SARAH AKER - lighting designer, Center for the 
Performing Arts/ assistant festival lighting 
designer 
JEAN M. KERR - festival movement director 
Scene Shop/Electrics Sta.If 
DAN BROWDER - technical director 
JASON LEE HUERTA - assistant technical director/ 
shop foreman 
DAVE GEORGE - metals area supervisor/welder 
IAN E. LOOTENS - lead carpenter/ welder 
JOHANNA MILLER - carpenter 
JERRY ZURAW - carpenter 
MICHAEL O'NEILL - changeover supervisor 
RACHAEL SILVERMAN - charge artist 
SARAH MOUYAL - scenic artist 
BRANDON H ROSEN - master electrician 
JEAN GONZALEZ - assistant master electrician/ 
board op 
ISAAC MANDEL - electrician 
JEN KAZMIERCZAK - props master 
CONNOR C. HERBECK - assistant props master 
SAMANTHA SAYERS - props artisan 
A. JULIAN VERNER - props artisan 
EMILY MORITZ - carpenter intern 
MICHAEL A. SCHERMANN - carpenter intern 
MEGAN PARISH - scenic artist intern 
KATIE SCHUETTE - scenic artist intern 
CAn MUCKLOW - electrics intern 
HANNAH L. BEAUDRY - props intern 
Costume Sta.If 
KARI BETH RUST - costume director 
NICHOLAS HARTMAN - cutter/ draper 
CHRISTINA M. LEINICKE - cutter/ draper 
ANNE SORENSON - cutter/ draper 
MICHELLE BENTLEY - first hand 
MATI MALLARD - first hand 
J. WENDY WALLACE - first hand 
MOLLY HERMAN - costume technician 
SAVANNAH KETCHUM - costume technician 
JENNY Oz - costume technician 
HILARY-ANN ROGERS - costume technician 
STEPHANY SHEPPARD - costume technician 
CHRISTY SIEBERS - costume technician 
LIZZIE TURNER - costume technician 
MARK SPAIN - costume crafts supervisor 
JAMIE JONES - crafts artisan 
FIONA MULLIGAN - crafts artisan 
HILARY WINKWORTH - wardrobe supervisor 
KATE GRUDICHAK - assistant wardrobe supervisor 
P. ALLISON ELSETH - costume intern 
JOSHUA M. PENNINGTON - costume intern 
JAILENE TORRES - costume intern 
Management Sta.If and Outreach 
YVETTE HUDDLESTON - business manager 
RACHEL K. STRACK - director of operations 
LATHANIAL R. BERKEL - assistant director of 
operations 
CHRISTIAN WILSON - assistant director of operations 
BRANDON BURLING - box office manager 
ELIZABETH ALBERS - ticket agent 
MARISSA TALARICO - ticket agent 
LEA USSELLA - front of house staff 
ISABEL DAWSON - front of house staff 
MEGAN HoEPKER - front of house staff 
DOMINIQUE JACKSON - front of house staff 
RICKEY ORR - front of house staff 
LAUREN PARTCH - front of house staff 
EMILY RODRIGUEZ - front of house staff 
KATELYNN SHENNETT - front of house staff 
JAKE STILLE - front of house staff 
Eu SUSONG - front of house staff 
HANANIAH N. WIGGINS - front of house staff 
ANN HAUGO - dramaturg 
Pm GUITHER - program guide/photography 
Nlake the 1nost ~{your visit 
Glenn Wilson and Friends 
celebrate their seventh season at the Festival 
playing jazz in the courtyard before each Friday 
and Saturday show. Glenn has performed with 
Buddy Rich, Lionel Hampton, Tiro Puente and 
many ocher jazz groups in a professional career 
spanning 40 years. He has debuted some of his 
latest compositions at the Festival before they 
were recorded. He is currently on the faculty at 
the University of Illinois and plays with the Doc 
Severinsen Orchestra. His new recording, Timely, 
will be released on Cadence Records this summer. 
Karl Eigsti - Veteran Broadway scenic designer (and U-High alum), 
Karl Eigsci, is sharing a retrospective of his scenic arc for your enjoyment. Check 
out chis exhibit in the scabies off the courtyard at Ewing Cultural Center, or in 
Centennial Ease 115 (next door co the Center ~ 
for the Performing Arcs). 
Genevieve Green Gardens -
The gardens at Ewing Cultural Center are a 
place of serenity and retreat amidst the hustle of 
a thriving and robust Illinois community. They 
celebrate the seasons of Central Illinois and 
exhibit species native co the area. 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
Don't miss what TimeOut Chicago calls 
"staggeringly brilliant" and 
"hilarious." 
Based on one audience suggestion, The Improvised 
Shakespeare Company creates a fully improvised 
Shakespearean masterpiece right before your eyes. 
Nothing is planned-out, rehearsed, or written. 
July 19, 26, August 2, 9 @ 6 pm 
$16 General Admission 
Contact the Festival box office 
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Festival Personnel 
Executive Sta.If 
KEVIN RICH - artistic director 
DICK FOLSE - managing director 
ADAM Fox - production manager 
JANET WILSON - producer 
Company Management 
DANIEL D. DRAKE - company manager 
RICK JENSEN - company management intern 
UTHERINE NORRIS - company management intern 
IGNATZIA ROMACK - company management intern 
Directing and Stage Management 
JONATHAN WEST - director (M11ch Ado Abo11t 
Nothing) 
PAULA Suozzi - director (Elizabeth Rex) 
KEVIN RICH - director (Antony & Cleopatra) 
JONATHAN HUNT SELL - assistant director (M11ch Ado 
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LEAH USSELLA - assistant director (Elizabeth Rex) 
J. ANDREW BLEVINS - stage manager (M11ch Ado 
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JAMIE K. FULLER - stage manager (Elizabeth Rex) 
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(Antony & Cleopatra) 
JAMIE K. FULLER - stage manager (M11ch Ado About 
Nothing) 
MATIHEW T. BLACK - assistant stage manager 
(Antony & Cleopatra} 
GIANNA CONSALVO - assistant stage manager (M11ch 
Ado Abo11t Nothing} 
Liz STAUBLE r - assistant stage manager (Elizabeth 
Rex} 
KATHERINE HOUZE - stage management intern 
(Much Ado Abo11t Nothing} 
RACHAEL PELL - stage management intern (Antony 
& Cleopatra} 
KRISTEN TURNER - stage management intern 
(Elizabeth Rex} 
DANIEL D. DRAKE t- - production coordinator of 
additional programming 
Design Sta.If 
SHANNON MARIE O'NEILL - festival musical director/ 
composer 
KIERAN PEREIRA - assistant music director/assistant 
composer 
LAUREN M. LOWELL - costume designer (M11ch Ado 
Abo11t Nothing/Elizabeth Rex) 
SANDY CHILDERS - costume designer (Antony & 
Cleopatra) 
DEANNA DURBIN - assistant costume designer 
(M11ch Ado About Nothing} 
TYLER GUNTHER - assistant costume designer 
(Antony & Cleopatra ) 
J. WENDY WALLACE - assistant costume designer 
(Elizabeth Rex) 
KRISTIN ELLERT - festival scenic designer 
SARAH DORY - assistant scenic design intern 
SARAH EC MAINES - festival lighting designer 
SARAH AKER - lighting designer, Center for the 
Performing Arts/ assistant festival lighting 
designer 
JEAN M. KERR - festival movement director 
Scene Shop/Electrics Sta.If 
DAN BROWDER - technical director 
JASON LEE HUERTA - assistant technical director/ 
shop foreman 
DAVE GEORGE - metals area supervisor/welder 
IAN E. LOOTENS - lead carpenter/ welder 
JOHANNA MILLER - carpenter 
JERRY ZURAW - carpenter 
MICHAEL O'NEILL - changeover supervisor 
RACHAEL SILVERMAN - charge artist 
SARAH MOUYAL - scenic artist 
BRANDON H ROSEN - master electrician 
JEAN GONZALEZ - assistant master electrician/ 
board op 
ISAAC MANDEL - electrician 
JEN KAZMIERCZAK - props master 
CONNOR C. HERBECK - assistant props master 
SAMANTHA SAYERS - props artisan 
A. JULIAN VERNER - props artisan 
EMILY MORITZ - carpenter intern 
MICHAEL A. SCHERMANN - carpenter intern 
MEGAN PARISH - scenic artist intern 
KATIE SCHUETTE - scenic artist intern 
CAn MUCKLOW - electrics intern 
HANNAH L. BEAUDRY - props intern 
Costume Sta.If 
KARI BETH RUST - costume director 
NICHOLAS HARTMAN - cutter/ draper 
CHRISTINA M. LEINICKE - cutter/ draper 
ANNE SORENSON - cutter/ draper 
MICHELLE BENTLEY - first hand 
MATI MALLARD - first hand 
J. WENDY WALLACE - first hand 
MOLLY HERMAN - costume technician 
SAVANNAH KETCHUM - costume technician 
JENNY Oz - costume technician 
HILARY-ANN ROGERS - costume technician 
STEPHANY SHEPPARD - costume technician 
CHRISTY SIEBERS - costume technician 
LIZZIE TURNER - costume technician 
MARK SPAIN - costume crafts supervisor 
JAMIE JONES - crafts artisan 
FIONA MULLIGAN - crafts artisan 
HILARY WINKWORTH - wardrobe supervisor 
KATE GRUDICHAK - assistant wardrobe supervisor 
P. ALLISON ELSETH - costume intern 
JOSHUA M. PENNINGTON - costume intern 
JAILENE TORRES - costume intern 
Management Sta.If and Outreach 
YVETTE HUDDLESTON - business manager 
RACHEL K. STRACK - director of operations 
LATHANIAL R. BERKEL - assistant director of 
operations 
CHRISTIAN WILSON - assistant director of operations 
BRANDON BURLING - box office manager 
ELIZABETH ALBERS - ticket agent 
MARISSA TALARICO - ticket agent 
LEA USSELLA - front of house staff 
ISABEL DAWSON - front of house staff 
MEGAN HoEPKER - front of house staff 
DOMINIQUE JACKSON - front of house staff 
RICKEY ORR - front of house staff 
LAUREN PARTCH - front of house staff 
EMILY RODRIGUEZ - front of house staff 
KATELYNN SHENNETT - front of house staff 
JAKE STILLE - front of house staff 
Eu SUSONG - front of house staff 
HANANIAH N. WIGGINS - front of house staff 
ANN HAUGO - dramaturg 
Pm GUITHER - program guide/photography 
Nlake the 1nost ~{your visit 
Glenn Wilson and Friends 
celebrate their seventh season at the Festival 
playing jazz in the courtyard before each Friday 
and Saturday show. Glenn has performed with 
Buddy Rich, Lionel Hampton, Tiro Puente and 
many ocher jazz groups in a professional career 
spanning 40 years. He has debuted some of his 
latest compositions at the Festival before they 
were recorded. He is currently on the faculty at 
the University of Illinois and plays with the Doc 
Severinsen Orchestra. His new recording, Timely, 
will be released on Cadence Records this summer. 
Karl Eigsti - Veteran Broadway scenic designer (and U-High alum), 
Karl Eigsci, is sharing a retrospective of his scenic arc for your enjoyment. Check 
out chis exhibit in the scabies off the courtyard at Ewing Cultural Center, or in 
Centennial Ease 115 (next door co the Center ~ 
for the Performing Arcs). 
Genevieve Green Gardens -
The gardens at Ewing Cultural Center are a 
place of serenity and retreat amidst the hustle of 
a thriving and robust Illinois community. They 
celebrate the seasons of Central Illinois and 
exhibit species native co the area. 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
Don't miss what TimeOut Chicago calls 
"staggeringly brilliant" and 
"hilarious." 
Based on one audience suggestion, The Improvised 
Shakespeare Company creates a fully improvised 
Shakespearean masterpiece right before your eyes. 
Nothing is planned-out, rehearsed, or written. 
July 19, 26, August 2, 9 @ 6 pm 
$16 General Admission 
Contact the Festival box office 
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The Shakespeare Festival Society annual campaign runs from Sept. 1 to August 31 each year. 
Giving levels are listed representing total gifts made during the 2013 Festival season or the 
2014 festival season as of June 15, 2014, with the highest total listed. For more information 
on investing in the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, or to include the Festival in your will, please 
contact Chrissy Brown, Director of Development at (309)438-7735 or cbrown7@ilscu.edu 
Season Sponsor 
Paula Pomerenke ( $100, ooo+) Gary Hoover Joann Lansbarkis Catherine and William Fleming 
James and Amy Major Gerard and Elizabeth Rickert Rod Matthews Flora Foltz The Snyder Companies 
Priscilla Matthews Judy Swiger Stephen and Patricia McManus 
Linda Foutch 
Edith Franklin 
Clyde and Sharon Reynolds Masako Takayasu Karrie Oertli Jean and Kenneth Freeburn 
Se,tson Sponsor Deborah Smith Timothy Tyler Calvin Pritner and Evamarii John and Marilyn Freese 
($20,000+) Nancy Stevens Carson and Iris Varner Johnson Ann and Mark Frels 
State Farm Foundation James and Jeanne Swanson Janet and Glenn Wilson 
Charles and Susan Proesel Steven and Ruth Ann Friedberg 
James Zaleschuk and Susan Sean and Margaret Reidy Jennifer Gibson 
Hillabold John and Kathy Rennick Thomas Grogg 
Producer (s5,ooo+) Star(S500+) Karen Zook Debra Smitley Sandra and Fred Groves Pete Guither 
Patricia Grogg Brad Brenneman and Shelley Catherine Sullivan Guthoff Mehall Allen & Co PC 
Annette Martinez Carter Player ( $250+) Phylis Versteegh Victoria and Charles Harris 
OSF Healthcare System Toni and Bruce Burningham Debbie Alley Fred Wassell 
Michelle Harris 
John Capasso Scott and Mary Harrison 
Jerry and Carole Ringer Kenneth and Harriet Carlson Richard and Penny Boser 
Carolyn and Duane Yockey Jonathan and Marianna Hasse 
Susan Silvey Erich Brandt Benjamin Zuraw Harris Hatcher 
Craig Sutter 
Tim and Wendy Duffy 
Ann Champion Barbara and Robert Hathway Cheryl and George Elzy 
Kendall Childs Friend ($50+) Jeffrey and Leslie Hecht Curtis Fox Perry and Cathy Albin Michael and Margaret Heger 
Direflo,· ( $1,000+) Peter and Karen Geddeis Carol and Gerry Chrisman Joseph and Susan Huizinga Dennis and Kay Henrichs 
John and Sharon Amdall Robert and Linda Goodall 
Dianne L. and Thomas E. Clemens Barbara and Rodney Allen Rebecca Hepner 
Jerry Antonini James Graff 
Laura and David Coe Karen Ament Lotus and Judy Hershberger 
William and Janella Cooley Ann Turner Declaration ofTrust Barbara Heyl and William Rau 
Judie Bey Jonathan Green and Lynn Buck John Freed Sara Bailey Stephen and Susan Holifield 
Anita Carney Eric and Terri Hoss David and Janet Baker Christopher Honan 
Janet and Bruce Chandler Paul and Carolyn Jarvis 
Kathy Gentry W. Brad and Tonya Barker Betty and Michael Hope 
Kathleen Davis John and Margaret Kirk 
Victoria and Charles Harris Fred and Marcia Basolo Stephen and Liz Horton 
Ann Durand Gary and Kay Koppenhaver 
Stephen and Liz Horton Gary and Jean Baumhardt Judith and Geoffrey Hughes 
Meijer, Inc. John T. Phipps Law Office John and Melinda Baur Joy Hutchcraft Christine and Lawrence Eggan Belina Jones Allan and Lois Bell John and Roxanne Huxford 
David and Deborah Fedor Gigi and Frank Miles Qazi and Karen Khusro Wallace and Karen Bergmann Bryant Jackson 
Paul and Sandra Harmon James and Catherine Palmer Kenneth and Laura Berk Sally and Thomas Jacob Ross and Carol Bogue William and Sarah Jenkins 
Donald and Christine Buehler Kenneth and Sandra Jesse 
The Illinois Shakespeare Society Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
Brandan and Kendra Burling Charles Johnson 
Mary Ann Bushman and Spencer Veronica Kafer 
Society Board of Directors Sauter Chad Kahl and Stephanie Davis-Kahl 
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in enhancing Sue Silvey (president), Annette Martinez (president Gwinn and Paul Campbell Alexis and Michael Kalish 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, the Society is a elect), Nancy Stevens (secretary), Judie Bey, Robert and Margaret Castle Usha and Suraj Kapoor 
membership organization made up of individuals Emmanuel Calmes, Anita Carney, Ann Durand, Charles A. Schweighauser Trust James Kappel 
and businesses who see the Festival as an important Larry Eggan, Dave Fedor, Jonathan Green, Cheryl A Charles L Proesel Jr DDS Kathleen Karl 
cultural resource for Bloomington-Normal, Mclean Hussain, Sue Lakin, Karrie Oertli, Clyde Reynolds, Phillip Chastain Raymond Keithley 
County and all of Central Illinois. The Society has Jerry Ringer, Karen Zook 
Community Foundation of Central Susan Kelsch 
developed an active membership which has been 
Illinois Depository Dorothy and Robert Kennett 
essential to the Shakespeare Festival's continued We thank the volunteer board of directors of the 
Joan Czizek Lawrence and Barbara Koenen 
growth and increasing artistic quality. Illinois Shakespeare Festival Society for their 
Connie and Marie de Veer Christine and Matthew Kubiak 
personal and corporate leadership contributions to Douglas and Dianne Delong Charles Lamkin 
For more information on how to join the Shakespeare the Festival. Tireless supporters, these dedicated Susan Dewar Wendy and Alan Lanser 
Society and enjoy its benefits, or to find out more members of our arts community help promote the John and Laura Oiekhoff Chinban Li 
about the society board, please call Dick Folse at Festival and also hold special events to raise the John and Laura Dirks Deborah and Walter Lindberg 
309-438-8697, or rlfolse@ilstu.edu. funds that make the Festival possible each year. Theodore and Lisa Ewing Patricia Ludewig Teri Fink Cathy and John Lust 
Margaret Ann Williams 
Laura Marshall 
Emily Martin and Ara Aprahamian 
Edward and Patricia Matesevac 
Robert and Heather Mather 
Linda McElroy 
Gregg Mecherle and Barbara Pratt 
Stephen and Kimberly Mitchell 
Carol Thomas Neely 
Deborah Niemann-Boehle 
Richard and Linda Nolen 
Denis and Jennifer O'Shea 
Kari and Steve Panto! 
Paul A. Meints CLU 
Michele Petri 
John Poole 
Sharon Prokuski 
Christopher Quinn 
John and Kathy Rennick 
Clarence Richardson 
Muriel Riddle 
Edward and Sarah Riehl 
Sandra Roe 
Russell and Margaret Rutter 
Jan Rogge 
Robert and Amanda Sanders 
Dianne Sattinger 
Elizabeth Schobernd 
Vanette Schwartz 
William Semlak and Joan Moore 
Kristen and William Shaner 
Bill and Mary Shepherd 
Brian Sherman and Melissa Field 
Sherman 
Marcus Smith 
Roberta Smith 
Roland Spies 
Robert and Karen Starckovich 
Dennis and Linda Steele 
C. Louis and Joan Steinburg 
Tracey Sullivan-Covert 
Paul Swiech and Kay Shipman-
Swiech 
Sharon and John Tarvin 
James Turner 
RollyTurner 
Ann Vogel 
Marilyn and David Walach 
Eugenia and Michael Wallace 
Marolyn Weber 
Sheila and Eugene Welvaert 
Michael and Jacquelyn White 
Peter Whitmer 
Amy Wiens 
Kate and Dennis Wilson 
Jacquelin Woods 
Debra Wozniak 
Joseph Yoches 
Charles and Gwendolyn Yurieci 
($I+) 
Rita and 8. J. Bailey 
Marcia and Fred Basolo 
Marie Bosche 
Frances and Herman Brandau 
Nicole Bruno 
William and Mary Denham 
Annette and Scott Detweiler 
Maxine Dressler 
Margaret and Ronald Dwyer 
Sheila Hufeld 
Edward and Patricia Krolak 
Donald and Judith Lacasse 
Milner Library Hospitality Committee 
John Morrisey 
Rudolf Mortimer 
Patricia and Joseph Mueller 
Karen and Tom O'Shea 
Tobi Peck 
Cheryl and David Philhower 
Myra Secoy 
Jean and William Shrier 
Christine and Brent Siebring 
Dave Stille 
Illinois State University Foundation 
The Illinois State University Foundation is a not-for-profit 
corporation chartered by the State of Illinois for the 
sole purpose of serving the University. The Foundation 
is authorized to hold funds in trust, invest such funds 
and use the return of the investments or the capital for 
the support of scholarships, faculty research and other 
educational and related activities. It is through the 
Illinois State University Foundation that the Festival has 
been allowed to utilize picturesque Ewing Manor as its 
theatre site. 
In honor of the 37th Anniversary of the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival, the Festival would like to recognize donors who have 
contributed $5,000 or more total during the life of the Festival 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Jerry Antonini 
Paul and Sharon Baker 
Margaret Bansau Charitable Trust 
Kathleen Bassi 
Judie Bey 
Michael and C. Dianne Bielfeldt 
Maxine Bolen 
Bridgestone/Firestone Off Road Tire Company 
Bridgestone/Rrestone Trust Fund 
Caterpillar Foundation 
CC Services Inc 
Carol and Gerry Chrisman 
William and Janella Cooley 
COUNTRY Financial 
Country Life Insurance Co 
Country Mutual Insurance Co 
John and Laura Dirlks 
Tim and Wendy Duffy 
Ann Durand 
James and Susanne Edmondson 
Christine and Lawrence Eggan 
Kay Fransen 
Alvin and Elaine Goldfarb 
James Graff 
Bruce V. Green Trust 
Patricia Grogg 
William Grogg 
GTE Foundation 
GTE Information Services Inc 
Paul and Sandra Harmon 
Hilfinger Asbury Abels & Assocs 
Gary Hoover 
Roger and Stephany Joslin 
Fredrick Kaufman 
John and Stacie Killian 
John and Margaret Kirk 
Judy Markowitz 
Annette Martinez 
Stephen and Anne Matter 
Priscilla Matthews 
Barbara Meek 
Davis and Sharon Merwin 
Gigi and Frank Miles 
Daniel Milligan 
Dixie MIiis 
Mitsubishi North American Inc. 
NICOR Inc. 
Monica and Kirk Noraian 
Phares and Harriet O'Daffer 
OSF Healthcare System 
Owen Foundation 
Frances Owen 
Sally Panaazio 
The Pantagraph 
Paul A. Funk Foundation 
Calvin Prltner and Evamarli Johnson 
Earl and Cami Reitan 
Clyde and Sharon Reynolds 
Jerry and Camie Ringer 
Susan Silvey 
The Snyder Companies 
State Farm Companies Foundation 
Nancy Stevens 
Craig Sutter 
James and Jeanne Swanson 
Target 
MIidred Templeton 
Joan Tick 
Town of Normal 
Jake and Deborah Traskell 
Carson and Iris Varner 
Donna Willett 
Janet and Herbert Wiser 
Bernhard and Nancy Worlks 
Ruel and Judy Wright 
Wllllam and Nancy Yarger 
Anna Zeller 
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The Shakespeare Festival Society annual campaign runs from Sept. 1 to August 31 each year. 
Giving levels are listed representing total gifts made during the 2013 Festival season or the 
2014 festival season as of June 15, 2014, with the highest total listed. For more information 
on investing in the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, or to include the Festival in your will, please 
contact Chrissy Brown, Director of Development at (309)438-7735 or cbrown7@ilscu.edu 
Season Sponsor 
Paula Pomerenke ( $100, ooo+) Gary Hoover Joann Lansbarkis Catherine and William Fleming 
James and Amy Major Gerard and Elizabeth Rickert Rod Matthews Flora Foltz The Snyder Companies 
Priscilla Matthews Judy Swiger Stephen and Patricia McManus 
Linda Foutch 
Edith Franklin 
Clyde and Sharon Reynolds Masako Takayasu Karrie Oertli Jean and Kenneth Freeburn 
Se,tson Sponsor Deborah Smith Timothy Tyler Calvin Pritner and Evamarii John and Marilyn Freese 
($20,000+) Nancy Stevens Carson and Iris Varner Johnson Ann and Mark Frels 
State Farm Foundation James and Jeanne Swanson Janet and Glenn Wilson 
Charles and Susan Proesel Steven and Ruth Ann Friedberg 
James Zaleschuk and Susan Sean and Margaret Reidy Jennifer Gibson 
Hillabold John and Kathy Rennick Thomas Grogg 
Producer (s5,ooo+) Star(S500+) Karen Zook Debra Smitley Sandra and Fred Groves Pete Guither 
Patricia Grogg Brad Brenneman and Shelley Catherine Sullivan Guthoff Mehall Allen & Co PC 
Annette Martinez Carter Player ( $250+) Phylis Versteegh Victoria and Charles Harris 
OSF Healthcare System Toni and Bruce Burningham Debbie Alley Fred Wassell 
Michelle Harris 
John Capasso Scott and Mary Harrison 
Jerry and Carole Ringer Kenneth and Harriet Carlson Richard and Penny Boser 
Carolyn and Duane Yockey Jonathan and Marianna Hasse 
Susan Silvey Erich Brandt Benjamin Zuraw Harris Hatcher 
Craig Sutter 
Tim and Wendy Duffy 
Ann Champion Barbara and Robert Hathway Cheryl and George Elzy 
Kendall Childs Friend ($50+) Jeffrey and Leslie Hecht Curtis Fox Perry and Cathy Albin Michael and Margaret Heger 
Direflo,· ( $1,000+) Peter and Karen Geddeis Carol and Gerry Chrisman Joseph and Susan Huizinga Dennis and Kay Henrichs 
John and Sharon Amdall Robert and Linda Goodall 
Dianne L. and Thomas E. Clemens Barbara and Rodney Allen Rebecca Hepner 
Jerry Antonini James Graff 
Laura and David Coe Karen Ament Lotus and Judy Hershberger 
William and Janella Cooley Ann Turner Declaration ofTrust Barbara Heyl and William Rau 
Judie Bey Jonathan Green and Lynn Buck John Freed Sara Bailey Stephen and Susan Holifield 
Anita Carney Eric and Terri Hoss David and Janet Baker Christopher Honan 
Janet and Bruce Chandler Paul and Carolyn Jarvis 
Kathy Gentry W. Brad and Tonya Barker Betty and Michael Hope 
Kathleen Davis John and Margaret Kirk 
Victoria and Charles Harris Fred and Marcia Basolo Stephen and Liz Horton 
Ann Durand Gary and Kay Koppenhaver 
Stephen and Liz Horton Gary and Jean Baumhardt Judith and Geoffrey Hughes 
Meijer, Inc. John T. Phipps Law Office John and Melinda Baur Joy Hutchcraft Christine and Lawrence Eggan Belina Jones Allan and Lois Bell John and Roxanne Huxford 
David and Deborah Fedor Gigi and Frank Miles Qazi and Karen Khusro Wallace and Karen Bergmann Bryant Jackson 
Paul and Sandra Harmon James and Catherine Palmer Kenneth and Laura Berk Sally and Thomas Jacob Ross and Carol Bogue William and Sarah Jenkins 
Donald and Christine Buehler Kenneth and Sandra Jesse 
The Illinois Shakespeare Society Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
Brandan and Kendra Burling Charles Johnson 
Mary Ann Bushman and Spencer Veronica Kafer 
Society Board of Directors Sauter Chad Kahl and Stephanie Davis-Kahl 
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in enhancing Sue Silvey (president), Annette Martinez (president Gwinn and Paul Campbell Alexis and Michael Kalish 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, the Society is a elect), Nancy Stevens (secretary), Judie Bey, Robert and Margaret Castle Usha and Suraj Kapoor 
membership organization made up of individuals Emmanuel Calmes, Anita Carney, Ann Durand, Charles A. Schweighauser Trust James Kappel 
and businesses who see the Festival as an important Larry Eggan, Dave Fedor, Jonathan Green, Cheryl A Charles L Proesel Jr DDS Kathleen Karl 
cultural resource for Bloomington-Normal, Mclean Hussain, Sue Lakin, Karrie Oertli, Clyde Reynolds, Phillip Chastain Raymond Keithley 
County and all of Central Illinois. The Society has Jerry Ringer, Karen Zook 
Community Foundation of Central Susan Kelsch 
developed an active membership which has been 
Illinois Depository Dorothy and Robert Kennett 
essential to the Shakespeare Festival's continued We thank the volunteer board of directors of the 
Joan Czizek Lawrence and Barbara Koenen 
growth and increasing artistic quality. Illinois Shakespeare Festival Society for their 
Connie and Marie de Veer Christine and Matthew Kubiak 
personal and corporate leadership contributions to Douglas and Dianne Delong Charles Lamkin 
For more information on how to join the Shakespeare the Festival. Tireless supporters, these dedicated Susan Dewar Wendy and Alan Lanser 
Society and enjoy its benefits, or to find out more members of our arts community help promote the John and Laura Oiekhoff Chinban Li 
about the society board, please call Dick Folse at Festival and also hold special events to raise the John and Laura Dirks Deborah and Walter Lindberg 
309-438-8697, or rlfolse@ilstu.edu. funds that make the Festival possible each year. Theodore and Lisa Ewing Patricia Ludewig Teri Fink Cathy and John Lust 
Margaret Ann Williams 
Laura Marshall 
Emily Martin and Ara Aprahamian 
Edward and Patricia Matesevac 
Robert and Heather Mather 
Linda McElroy 
Gregg Mecherle and Barbara Pratt 
Stephen and Kimberly Mitchell 
Carol Thomas Neely 
Deborah Niemann-Boehle 
Richard and Linda Nolen 
Denis and Jennifer O'Shea 
Kari and Steve Panto! 
Paul A. Meints CLU 
Michele Petri 
John Poole 
Sharon Prokuski 
Christopher Quinn 
John and Kathy Rennick 
Clarence Richardson 
Muriel Riddle 
Edward and Sarah Riehl 
Sandra Roe 
Russell and Margaret Rutter 
Jan Rogge 
Robert and Amanda Sanders 
Dianne Sattinger 
Elizabeth Schobernd 
Vanette Schwartz 
William Semlak and Joan Moore 
Kristen and William Shaner 
Bill and Mary Shepherd 
Brian Sherman and Melissa Field 
Sherman 
Marcus Smith 
Roberta Smith 
Roland Spies 
Robert and Karen Starckovich 
Dennis and Linda Steele 
C. Louis and Joan Steinburg 
Tracey Sullivan-Covert 
Paul Swiech and Kay Shipman-
Swiech 
Sharon and John Tarvin 
James Turner 
RollyTurner 
Ann Vogel 
Marilyn and David Walach 
Eugenia and Michael Wallace 
Marolyn Weber 
Sheila and Eugene Welvaert 
Michael and Jacquelyn White 
Peter Whitmer 
Amy Wiens 
Kate and Dennis Wilson 
Jacquelin Woods 
Debra Wozniak 
Joseph Yoches 
Charles and Gwendolyn Yurieci 
($I+) 
Rita and 8. J. Bailey 
Marcia and Fred Basolo 
Marie Bosche 
Frances and Herman Brandau 
Nicole Bruno 
William and Mary Denham 
Annette and Scott Detweiler 
Maxine Dressler 
Margaret and Ronald Dwyer 
Sheila Hufeld 
Edward and Patricia Krolak 
Donald and Judith Lacasse 
Milner Library Hospitality Committee 
John Morrisey 
Rudolf Mortimer 
Patricia and Joseph Mueller 
Karen and Tom O'Shea 
Tobi Peck 
Cheryl and David Philhower 
Myra Secoy 
Jean and William Shrier 
Christine and Brent Siebring 
Dave Stille 
Illinois State University Foundation 
The Illinois State University Foundation is a not-for-profit 
corporation chartered by the State of Illinois for the 
sole purpose of serving the University. The Foundation 
is authorized to hold funds in trust, invest such funds 
and use the return of the investments or the capital for 
the support of scholarships, faculty research and other 
educational and related activities. It is through the 
Illinois State University Foundation that the Festival has 
been allowed to utilize picturesque Ewing Manor as its 
theatre site. 
In honor of the 37th Anniversary of the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival, the Festival would like to recognize donors who have 
contributed $5,000 or more total during the life of the Festival 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Jerry Antonini 
Paul and Sharon Baker 
Margaret Bansau Charitable Trust 
Kathleen Bassi 
Judie Bey 
Michael and C. Dianne Bielfeldt 
Maxine Bolen 
Bridgestone/Firestone Off Road Tire Company 
Bridgestone/Rrestone Trust Fund 
Caterpillar Foundation 
CC Services Inc 
Carol and Gerry Chrisman 
William and Janella Cooley 
COUNTRY Financial 
Country Life Insurance Co 
Country Mutual Insurance Co 
John and Laura Dirlks 
Tim and Wendy Duffy 
Ann Durand 
James and Susanne Edmondson 
Christine and Lawrence Eggan 
Kay Fransen 
Alvin and Elaine Goldfarb 
James Graff 
Bruce V. Green Trust 
Patricia Grogg 
William Grogg 
GTE Foundation 
GTE Information Services Inc 
Paul and Sandra Harmon 
Hilfinger Asbury Abels & Assocs 
Gary Hoover 
Roger and Stephany Joslin 
Fredrick Kaufman 
John and Stacie Killian 
John and Margaret Kirk 
Judy Markowitz 
Annette Martinez 
Stephen and Anne Matter 
Priscilla Matthews 
Barbara Meek 
Davis and Sharon Merwin 
Gigi and Frank Miles 
Daniel Milligan 
Dixie MIiis 
Mitsubishi North American Inc. 
NICOR Inc. 
Monica and Kirk Noraian 
Phares and Harriet O'Daffer 
OSF Healthcare System 
Owen Foundation 
Frances Owen 
Sally Panaazio 
The Pantagraph 
Paul A. Funk Foundation 
Calvin Prltner and Evamarli Johnson 
Earl and Cami Reitan 
Clyde and Sharon Reynolds 
Jerry and Camie Ringer 
Susan Silvey 
The Snyder Companies 
State Farm Companies Foundation 
Nancy Stevens 
Craig Sutter 
James and Jeanne Swanson 
Target 
MIidred Templeton 
Joan Tick 
Town of Normal 
Jake and Deborah Traskell 
Carson and Iris Varner 
Donna Willett 
Janet and Herbert Wiser 
Bernhard and Nancy Worlks 
Ruel and Judy Wright 
Wllllam and Nancy Yarger 
Anna Zeller 
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Hashtag Shakespeare 
"When Love speaks, the voice of all the gods 
Makes heaven drowsy with the harmony." 
-Love's Labour's Lost, Act 4, Scene 3 
Who says you can't write something memorable in 140 
characters or less? If Shakespeare was tweeting, he'd 
certainly be following the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
Twitter: @IllinoisShakes 
Inscagram: @IllinoisShakes 
Facebook: facebook.com/lLShakes 
Flickr: search for user IllinoisShakes 
Share your thoughts and photos chis season using the 
hash tag# ILShakes2014 
Call me today to discuss your options. 
Some people think Allstate only protects your car. Truth is, 
Allstate can also protect your home or apartment, your boat, 
motorcycle - even your retirement and your life. And the more 
of your world you put in Good Hands®, the more you can save. 
MYERS AGENCY 
309-454-2231 
1015 S. MAIN ST. 
NORMAL 
cindymyers2@allstate.com 
e 
Allstate. 
You're!!: in good hands. 
Insurance subject to terms, qualifications and availability. Allstate Property and Casualty 
Insurance Co .. Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co .. Allstate Indemnity Co., Allstate 
Vehicle and Property Insurance Co .. Life insurance and annuities Issued by Lincoln Benefit "' 
Life_Company, Lincoln, NE, Allstate Lofe Insurance Company, Northbrook, IL, and American si 
Heritage Life Insurance Company, Jacksonville, FL In New York, Allstate Life Insurance a5 
Company of New York, Hauppauge, NY. Northbrook, IL. (C> 2010 Allstate Insurance co. 
Find out about special 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
events or read feature stories 
about what goes on behind 
the scenes. Visit our website 
- theFestival.org - and 
follow us on social media! 
503 So. Main St., Normal, 309-808-4448 
www.cherryberryyogurtbar.com ,_f_ ~ 
We offer 21 flavors of frozen yogurt 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Party Room Available 
Fundraising 
Catering 
Weddings 
Baby Showers 
Birthday Parties 
and More! 
Illinois State University 
Larry Dietz, president 
ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
Jlli11ois'Jirst public 1miuersity 
Janee Krejci, interim provost and vice president for academic affairs 
Greg Ale, interim vice president for finance & planning 
Brent Paterson, interim vice president for student affairs 
Erin Minne, vice president for university advancement 
IllinoisState.edu 
College of Fine Arts 
James Major, dean, College of Fine Arts 
John Walker, executive associate dean / director, Arts Technology 
Program 
Shari Zeck, associate dean / director, College of Fine Arts Instructional 
Technology 
Pete Guither, assistant dean 
Laurie Merriman, assistant dean 
Janee Tulley, assistant dean 
Chrissy Brown, director of development 
Tony Crowley, director, School of Arc 
Steve Parsons, director, School of Music 
Janee Wilson, director, School of Theatre and Dance 
Barry Blinderman, director, University Galleries 
Brandon Burling, box office manager, Center for che Performing Arts 
College of Fine Arcs staff: Colleen Longo, Patty Martinez 
School of Theatre and Dance staff: 
Amy Coon, Valerie Dambold, Yvette Huddleston 
FineArts.IllinoisState.edu 
Special 1banks 
The University Advancement Staff 
Grounds & Facilities Management Scaff 
Toni Tucker, director, Ewing Culcural Center and Genevieve Green 
Gardens 
Ranella Wills, Healcher Vozzella, Keith Young, Chris Kirchner -
Ewing Cultural Center 
Craig Sutter for his support of the lee Cream Socials 
Morron Roller Rink 
Curtis Trout and Illinois Wesleyan University 
Breezy Bluff Riding Academy 
Gregory Merriman 
Aaron Paolucci 
Bear puppet in Elizabeth Rex designed and created for the Guthrie 
Theater by Chris Lurer of Puppet Farm Am 
Student dramaturgs: Elise Nenia, Elizabeth Haberstroh, Tessa Percy, 
Allison Sokolowski, ArifYampolsky, David Zallis 
Scholars' panel coordinators: Will Daddario and Joanne Zerdy 
Festival Policies 
• The raking of pictures or making recordings of any kind arc not allowed in 
the theatre. 
• Glass bottles, coolers, and picnic baskets arc not allowed in the theatre. 
Drinks not in glass containers arc allowed, as well as snack items. 
• Patrons muse refrain from walking on the stage. 
• Latecomers will not be seated until a suitable break in the play's action 
at the discretion of the House Manager and only in scats chosen by the 
House Manager. 
• Please silence cell phones and other electronic devices. If you need to be 
reached for an emergency, the House Manager will assist you. 
• For emergency contact at Ewing, babysitters call 309 /828-9814. Please 
make sure the babysitter knows your scat location. 
• Smoking is not allowed anywhere on the Ewing Cultural Center grounds 
nor outside the CPA lobby. 
• For your own safety when at Ewing, be sure to cross the street only at the 
corner crosswalk at the light. Please do not walk over co Sunset Road co 
cross after the performance. 
Rain/Heat Policy 
It's Outdoor Theatre (most of the time)! -The Festival maintains a heat/ 
rain space in the Center for the Performing Arts (CPA). Decisions to move a 
performance from Ewing co CPA will occur prior co 2 p.m. on performance days, 
and the information will be posted on theFcscival.org homepage. 
The Festival will not caned earlier than 15 minutes prior to curtain. The Festival 
performs through light showers. Should any outdoor performance be rained 
out before the first intermission, patrons may exchange their tickets for another 
performance within rwo business days. If a performance is stopped after the first 
intermission, the evening will be considered complete and no ticket exchanges 
will be possible. 
Contacting the Festival 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival • Campus Box 5700 
Normal, IL 61790-5700 • www.thefcscival.org 
Box Office ........................... 309/438-2535 
Ewing Box Office .................... 309 /828-9814 
Group Sales . ............ . ........ . .. 309/438-3586 
Management Office . ................. 309/438-8785 
Fax .... ...... .. .. ........ .. .. . ...... 309/438-5806 
Costume Donations .... . .. .. ...... .. . 309/438-5150 
Shakespeare Society .... . ... . . . . .. . . .. 309/438-8974 
Email ..... . . .... . .................. shakc@ilstu.edu 
Box Office 
Center for the Performing Arts Box Office 
(corner of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Open noon-4:00 p.m. Mon-Sat 
Ewing Box Office (Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 5:30 · 8:00 p.m. (performance daces only) 
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